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[From the St. Louis Republican.]
~?TT7sent for Mr. Mansur, as she saw she |I
MAIL ARTICLES,
stantly
Jin Incident Worthy of Record.—A few days
was dying. He hastened home to a scene! ' ?
Extract
from a letter dated Ga- since, in a town in Illinois, a number of citiwhich was enough to move the most per- !
,
.. o nQ/ln
' zens of both political parties assembled to
feet stoic. They besought her if she had ;
Perry, Apr,i 3,1840
1 “ This day we were all thrown into a great I bear a discussion of political subjects. Aany thing to say to her children, to speak j
¡state of excitement by the arrival of Col. mong those present was an old man whose
quick, as she would soon be silent in death. |■ Twiggs, with his aids the bloodhounds, from j head was white with the snows of seventy
— But one word only could they get from ’i jaT
js grand Ochlawaha expedition. Well—he I winters. He walked with a long staff, and
her, and that was — toddy. She died w.ith ;¡caught one Indian who afterwards made his, his hearing failed him. He was placed on
it on her lips ; calling for that which had ru escape, and the volunteers under Col. San- ; the speakers’ stand. Here he sat patiently
chez killed one Indian man and one squaw. I bearing the different speakers. At length a
ined her, and laid her in the grave.
Thepublisher does not hold himself responsible for ;
.
, ° .
,
.
,
,
'
“ This was all that was accomplished ; the i young lawyer came on the stand and shortly
There was not a dry eye in the apart
auv error in any advertisement beyond the amount; <lLesuonea
nouseKeePe‘5 0Ul sne
dogs
would do nothing ; could not get them ! commenced a most violent tirade of personal
charged for its insertion.
■ not ol her leaving lhe house only for a few7 ment. The husband was almost frantic
to trail. So they discharged them on their, abuse of Gen. Harrison. The old man sat
with grief. A babe but three months old.,
patiently listening to it all until the speaker
daily allowance of beef—all pay to stop.”
I the neighbors.— Thither he bent his steps, | Ilay on the bed beside her, and the rest of the
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Charleston Courier of the 6jh men I pronounced Harrison a coward. The utter
(to see if she called there, and found she did, ! <children crowded around. But O, what an ' twins this same matter, with the addition that I ance of that word appeared like magic on
[From the Olive Branch.]
i but the woman was ignorant of her going ! 'impression of their mother’s deatly ^.ust i Colonel Twiggg and bis men destroyed sotne ! the old man.—His Dyes, dimmed with age,
THE RULING PASSION STRONG IN
flashed with renovated fire ; seizing bis stick,
‘ any where'else. He counted every article! have been left on their youthful minds. Mrs. j fields of corn.
DEATH.
and springing to his feel with all the buoySo
the
hound
project
has
proved
a
failure.
I
Mills
turned
with
horror
from
the
scene,
and
of
silver
in
the
house,
but
missed
nothing.!
FOUNDED ON FACT.
ance of the age of 20, he seized the speaker
N.
Y.
Com.
.Advertiser.
[CONCLUDED.]
It was three days before she was again intox prayed that it never might be her lot to stand
by the collar, and in a clear, shrill voice that
‘ Well, I don’t know,’ said he,4 but we icated, and again it wasa mystery wherethe by the death-bed of another drunkard.
thrilled through the crowd,
exclaimed,
PATRIOTIC.
A few days after her death, her husband
ought to be thankful if God should see fit to rum came from. He determined to watch
“ you’re a liar. I (said the old man,) served
We
copy
the
subjoined
statement
of
facts
under Harrison ; and you shall not tell that
lake her to himself; but it would be hard her narrowly and therefore did not leave the bent his steps towards ?,n apothecary’s in
and the patriotic and feeling appeal to farm lie of my old commander to my face.” The
for me to part with her.’
house for several days. She did not attempt the neighborhood, and Telling him that his
ers, from that sterling paper, the Albany Eve effect may be imagined, but not described.
The fever raged and no hope was enter- to go out till the third day, when she house was much infeste’d with rats, he wished ning Journal.
The whole crowd, of both parties, became so
tained of the child’s life, Mrs. Mansur asked him to take care of the babe for a to procure some arseni-c. Th? W’hspecting
LOCOFOCOISM—HOW IT WORKS. indignant to the speaker, that he had to be
watched over it with all the anxiety of a ! little while, as she felt the need of a little apothecary dealt it out; and in a short time
The Portsmouth (Ohio) Tribune says :— smuggled away to protect his person.
kind mother. Though Mr. Mansur did ! air. He made no objections, but as soon as he had swallowed the dreadful poison that
not wish to remind her that it was probably j she had gone, gave the charge of the child to caused his death. The children have lived
l... ~ l< I'wo hundred bushels of wheat were sold
An old gentleman of Ohio, who had been
.
I al a constable’s sale in Washington county,
her negligence that caused its death, yet he the housekeeper and followed her; keepin:'to till this day, and through the watchfulness!
I two weeks since, for nine dollars, being but 4^ i a staunch supporter of General Jackson, and
hoped she would realize it enough to break ssufficiently in the rear, not to be observed, of friends, have become useful and respecta cents a bushel.” Will the farmers who are I even Martin Van Buren in 1836, some days
up the vicious habit which would soon ruin ft
I was the custom then forthose men who ble members of society.
a. w.
in debt read this ? Will they continue to ' since, called to see his friend in Cincinnati, a
Bedford, Feb. 1840.
support an administration which has caused warm Harrison man. The old Jacksonian
ber.
]peddled other commodities, to peddle this
this stale of things ? If they continue to sup confessed to his friend, that he had been woThe babe died, and as they laid it in the Itoo ; thus affording people the means of ac
u
M
y
N
ame
is
H
aines
.
’
’
—
There
are
port the destructives, then let them ask them fully deceived in little Martin, and that he
grave, never did a more fervent prayer as- <complishing their ruin a little easier than if
was now determined to give his support to
cend from human lips than was breathed by ithey had to go a few steps from the door ; thousands of people in this country who selves, individually, this question, How long the old Tippecanoe.
will it be before my property is brought utu
Mr. Manser, that this might be the means iand as they carried sundry articles, were ev make use of the common expression “ My
“ And you think that old Tipp. c^n bring
der the Constable’s hammer?
(the government back to its former purity?”
of bringing his wife to the path of rectitude. <er willing to take anything th^y wished to Name is Haines,” when they are about leav
For weeks after the death of her babe, Mrs. idispose of. This was very convenient for ing a place or party suddenly, yet few know
Going abroad to Learn.—We understand/31^ ^ie Harrison man.
Mansur applied herself with unusual atten Mrs. Mansur, but perplexing to her husband. from whence the expression is derived. A that Secretary Poinsett, at the head of the I “ 1 do,” said his friend—“ For I remember
Mr. Mansur followed her, till he saw her more common saying,'or one in more gener War Department, has sent to Europe four of-1 m3ny years ago, when driving my team to
tion to her household duties. Mr. Mansur
ficers of the artillery to visit France, England, i ^ad River Mills, that my wagon got into a
again appeared happy
he rejoiced in the pass every house, and turn into an unfrequen al use, has never been got up. We hear it
■
■ ~
. (jv mire-hole from which the horses could not
!
atid■ other
countries
for the purpose of sttid_
in
Maine
and
in
Georgia,
in
Maryland
an¿
prospect of again having a happy and pleas ted road, seat herself by the wayside, appar
ph. I! draw it.—While in this dilemma, Gen. Har
_
i
ing
all
the
late
improvements
in
that
partiruant fireside. But the passion was only ently watching the approach of some one. in Arkansas : it is in the mouths of the old
jn ! lar line of their ■ profession.—They embarked ! rison came riding by. Without delay the old
smothered,to break forth with renewed force. He seated himself where he could watch her and the young, the grave and the gay—i.. .
—They
i , “ My name ■'is names,
n
Queen,
last week.
1....,J will be i General dismounted, pulled off his coat, and
7 en oys a’ pop- in. the British
.
,
. * .—
One evening towards the last of Septem unperceived, and presently saw onerof the short,
. .
,
,
’
• r i absent from the country about a year,• Last; putting his shoulder to the wheel, helped me
J
J
.
ber, Mr. Mansur returned home about eight pedlars before referred to appear in view. manty which no other slang or cant phrase !I year, several other American
officers,
belongj to get my wagon out of the rut. The people’s
o’clock, and as he approached the house, per Here, then, the mystery was solved : here, has ever attained. “ I’m o-p-h,” u I must i! ing,. we believe, to the cavalry, travelled to ' wagon of the Government is in .the mire-hole
ceiving there was no light in it, the first was where his wife was supplied with poison mizzle,” “ I must make myself, scarce,” i France for a similar purpose, and were receiv- ; of corruption, and I firmly7 believe that Gen
eral Harrison is the only man whose services
thought that struck him, was that she was for herself, and ruin for her family. 4 What,’ are frequently used, but the expression i ed with great distinction by the King of '
the people will accept in helping them to get
France.
which
heads
this
article
leaves
them
all
out
j
absent, and then an undefinable dread he thought he, ‘ shall our high-ways be infested
it out once more upon hard ground.”
knew not of what come over him.—He un with such corrupters of moralsand happiness of sight. Having said thus much of the rep
True Amencan.
I
D
avid
C
rockett
.
—
The
Austin
(Texas)
utation
of
the
phrase,
be
it
our
next
care
to
harnessed his horse and entered the room. as these ? Shall Satan be allowed thus to scat
I City Gazette contains a letter signed by Win.
1
Conceive of his horror and astonishment, ter his agents over our country — a country give its origin.
MARK THE DIFFERENCE.
Some thirty-five years since a gentleman , C. White, and dated Comargo, Tamaulipas
when the first object that met his view, was abounding with bibles and religious institu
Feb. 6, 1840, stating that the writer had seen
General Harrison has always been forebis wife laying on the floor in a state of tions ? Will our rulers prohibit highway named Haines was travelling on horseback: aud conversed with David Crockett in the most among the first in supporting his country—Martin Van Buren has always been
beastly drunkenness ! He buried his face robbery, and not prohibit this, which is ten in the vicinity of Mr. Jefferson’s residence Mexican mines near Guacelegira.
supported by the revenues of the country.
in his hands,—burst into tears.— Yes he wept times worse? If they are fathers, would in Virginia. Party spirit was running ex
General Harrison ha* always honored his
—wept over hopes blighted,--feelings wound they could witness my grief,—look at my tremely high in those days. Mr. Jefferson
A Rhinoceros used up.—The New York
ed—and plans instantaneously frustrated, j’ family. O that mothers, who are about to was President, and Haines was a rank fed Dispatch and Tattler gives the following ac l country—Martin Van Buren has always
I been honored by it.
He raised her from the floor and laid her yield to temptation, could look at my inno eralist, anff, as a mailer of course, a ^bitter count of a sudden death in that city :—
General Harrison has always in war,
opponent of the then existing administration
“ On Tuesday quite an event occurred at 'bravely fought /or his country—Martin Van
on the bed.—She slept till late the ensiling cent babes !’
morning, while her husband closed not his
He stood and saw his wife take from her and its head. He was not acquainted with the Zoological Exhibition, Bowery. The I Buren during the only war since his entrance
eves for the night.—He talked to her seri fingerà ring; and offer it. ‘ O, horror,’ Mr. Jefferson, and,^accidentally coming up Rhinoceros and Elephant having come in ! into public life, ignobly fought against the adcontact by some means, the latter swung up j ministration, conducting it for his country.
ously in the morning, though he feared from thought he ; 4 has it come to this—it is her ' with that gentleman, also travelling on horse
his immense trunk, and struck the Rhinoce ! General Harrison, the Farmer of North
back,
his
parly
zeal
soon
led
him
into
a
con;
her appearance, that he made little or no •wedding ring !’ and rushing forward he seiz
ros such a violent blow in the abdomen, as ! Bend, is one of the people, unobtrusive, frtlimpression. The following spring, she pre ed her by the arm. 4 Elizabeth,’ he almost versation upon the all-absorbing topic. Ini to knock his breath entirely out of him.—
| gal and a republican of the .old fashion—
sented him with a son. Henry took it and ( frantically exclaimed, 4 remember the night j the course of the conversation Haines took; The animal thus assailed., did not survive the i Martin Van Buren, who prates more of
particular
pains
to
abuse
Mr.
Jefferson,
calblow but a few minutes. He was valued at Democracy than any public man ever did
clasped it in his arms. ‘ Elizabeth,’ said he, I gave you that ; would you then have be- ,
4 remember our daughter, and O, I beseech lieved that you should ever sell it for Rum i led him all sorts of hard names,i, run down 815,000.”
who has reached bis high place, is the proud
in his administration,
poked
- - -<
«
you, as you regard my happiness, as you re —to degrade yourself, ruin your family, and <every measure
est aristocrat living in America.
B
ounty
M
eeting
at
G
loucester
.
—
The
the
non-intercourse
and
embargo
acts
at
General Harrison in all his acts, milita
gard the life of your child, as you regard place a dagger in your husband’s heart !’
Elizabeth started., and almost believed it him as most outrageous and ruinous, ridicu- Telegraph of Saturday contains a full account ry and civil, has always been the first to shout
the eternal welfare of your own soul, let not
of
the
proceedings
of
a
general
and
large
an apparition, he came upon her so sud-• led his gun-boat system as preposterous and meeting of rhe citizens of Gloucester, held on “ Come on boys”—Martin Van Buren, in
this child share a similar fate.’
his ambiguous and intricate operations, has al
Elizabeth was affected to tears at the rec■ denly.—She turned round to see if it was: nonsensical, opposed his purchase of Louis- Wednesday evening last, on the subject of
ways whispered “ Go on boys.”—Natchez
ollection of her first-born. But the recollec■ real. Henry shuddered as he looked at the■ iana as a wild scheme—in short, took up the measures now in progress to obtain the i Courier.
¡
every
leading
feature
of
the
politics
of
the
repeal of the bounty granted to the Cod-Fish - j
tion soon passed away, and the innocentI countenance of his wife, that had once been
babe which ought to be a mother’s sole care■ radiant with beauty, now haggard and pale., day, and descanted upon <them and their eries. John W. Lowe, Esq. was elected
General Harrison was once offered twoBetook her by the arm, and moved to-- originator with the greatest bitterness. Mr. Chairman, and Addison Gilbert and Henry thirds of the town-site of St. Louis for the
and rouse her to every effort necessary to•
Tilden,
Secretaries.
t
Jefferson,
all
the
while,
said
but
little.
There
its welfare, was neglected and allowed to go• wards home. She spoke not a word, but
simple signature of his name. Had he com
The meeting was addressed by Messrs. Gil - |
plied he would now have been the richest
unfed and almost, unclothed.—It appearedI suffered herself to be led by her husband in• was no such thing as getting away from his
bert,
Lowe,
Hough.
Parsons
and
Herrick
—
)
to be a healthy child, and neglect did not af to her own chamber. Henry closed thej particular friend, and he did not exactly and several spirited resolutions, reported by I man west of the Alleghanies. Acting on the
principle, that a public officer should be even
door, and seating himself by her side, took; feel at liberty to combat his arguments.
fect it, like the delicate little girl.
a committee appointed for that purpose, were above suspicion, be rejected the offer. To
i
They
finally
arrived
in
front
of
Mr.
Jefher
hand.
4
Elizabeth,
’
said
he
,
4
I
wish
Mrs. Mansur became more and more in
unanimously adopted. In the preamble, it is i those of the present day, who only associate
temperate, and less and less ashamed of her you to reflect for a few moments, at least, oni ferson’s residence. Haines, of course, not staled that Gloucester employs 260 vessels,1 the possession of office with the means of
conduct. Her husband was dejected and your situation : reflect on what you have; acquainted with the fact.- Notwithstanding comprising more than 10,000 tons, manned acquiring wealth, this will appear unaccount
disheartened. She continued much in the been, and what you are now. Look aroundI he had been villified and abused <¿ like a by 1400 men, in this important branch of na- | able, ¡1 not highly improper. With them, the
your offspring« pickpocket,” to use an old saying, Mr. Jef- tional industry. The resolutions deny the j hardest and most complicated matter to be
same way, till she became the mother of you on your family ; see
charge of fraud in obtaining the bounty, so far; understood, appears to be plain straight for
suffering
for
a
mother
’
s
care.
Look into» ferson still, with true Virginia hospitality
four children ; and never was a house the
as Gloucester is concerned, and proclaim the ' ward honesty. But the great body of the
picture of more real distress than theirs. the cradle ; see there a loud demand for res■ and politeness, invited his travelling com- imputation to lie a base and unwarranted 1
people will comprehend it, and will appreci
Every thing was allowed to go to ruin. The olution. Elizabeth, will you make the res■ panion to alight and partake of some re- calumny, stamping with deep disgrace theI ate the conduct of the man who valued his
:
freshment.
Haines
was
about
getting
from
olution
;
will
you
sign
a
temperance
pledger
author—they set forth in a strong and con- i character more than he did paltry wealth.
splendid furniture which once ornamented
his horse, when it came into his head that vincing light, the importance of the fishing
it—remained—but in wreck.—Crockery Will you sign it, and not violate it ■?’
1 interest, to the welfare of the country, and as
Elizabeth sobbed audibly. 4 I will givej he should ask his companion’s name.
was broken,—clothes spoiled,—and every
Gov. Barbour, in a late speech in Virginia,
u Jefferson,” said the President, blandly, a nursery of seamen —and state that the 44 referring to the alleged fact that out of 67
thing stood as monuments of the unbounded you my word, Henry,’ she replied, 4 that I[
bounty
is
essential
to
the
prosecution
of
the
<( The d—1 ! What, Thomas Jefferson ?’
receivers of public money, 63 had proved to
evils of intemperance. Her husband find will drink no more ardent spirit, but I don’tt
business, as the average annual earnings of
il Yes, sir, Thomas Jefferson.”
be rogues or defaulters, said it was impossible
ing persuasion bad no longer any effect on want to sign a pledge !’ 4 But will you>
fishermen in that town have not exceeded
that their superiors & their chief, who so long
“ President Thomas Jefferson !” contin- 8140 for the last 10 years.
her, even if he could find her sober long e- hold your word as sacred as you would ai
overlooked these misdeeds, could be altogeth
I
ued
the
astonished
federalist.
pledge
publicly
given
?
’
4
Yes,
Henry
;
I
nough to reason with her, found his only al
er innocent ; and this he illustrated by a story
“The same,” rejoined Mr. Jefferson.
Store Breaking.—On Monday night last, of a man in Orange, who had found three cow
ternative was, to keep ardents out of her have some sense of right and wrong left,
“ Well, my name is Haines
and put the store occupied by Greenough & Kirkpat
Avay, and prohibit h^f from obtaining them. though I know I am debased.
bells, one after another. A shrewd neighbor
Henry left her for a few hours, and when ting spurs to his horse he was out of hear rick, in this village, was broken open by a said to him, “ when you found one, I thought
He employed a prudent and faithful house
villain,
and
the
change
in
the
drawer,
fourteen
you a lucky fellow ; when you found the se
keeper, in order that his children might he returned, she appeared quite sick, having ing instantly. This, we have been informed,
yards ofsuperfine broadcloth, silk handker cond, it looked a little suspicious ; but since
suffer as little as possible for want of a moth been violently seized with a lever. It was was the origin of the phrase.—N. O. Pic.
chiefs, and other articles, in all, worth about you’ve found the third,—d
n me if you
er’s care
yet, no stranger can perform, ssoon noised abroad that Mrs. Mansur was
875, were stolen therefrom. It was ascertain
I was called in great haste, a few days ed that the fellow left here in the Augusta didn't steal every one." So, said Governor
what should be a mother’s duty, Thechil- ssick ; though it was attributed to drunken
ago, to see a child about five years old, who stage, about 4 o’clock on Tuesday morning. Barbour, if one, or a few only, had filched
dren appeared bright and active, but they iness alone.
the public money, it might have been unavoid
4 If it wras not for injuring Mr. Mansur’s was suddenly seized with severe 5pain and He was pursued, and on Thursday night, ap able : but since it comes to 63 out of 67,—de
knew not what it was to share a mother’s
love,—they were strangers to a mother’s Ifeelings, I would go over and find out what distress in the stomach, attended with vio prehended at a grog-shop in Portland, with pend upon it their masters have got some of
tender care.—Their minds were allowed to !ails his wife ;’ said Rebecca Mills to her sis lent vomiting. Suspecting from the symp the greater part of the goods in his possession. the plunder.
He gave his name as Smith. The gram! jury
grow—as it were—in a wilderness, over- 1ter Jane, lhe same morning she was taken. toms that some improper and injudicious
sitting at Norridgewock, found a bill of indict
substance
had
been
taken
into
the
system,
4
Well,
I
wouldn
’
t
go,
’
replied
Jane,
4
for
it
shadowed by moral darkness. Their fath- 1
How it wor/rs.—Ex-Governor Kenney of
ment against him on Friday ; and as the
er took but little interest in them :—he ap always mortifies him to have people call I found after diligent inquiry, that the child court is now in session, he will probably be Illinois one of the most influential and decid
ed friends Gen. Jackson ever had in that
peared dead to every effort but that of devis when she is drunk and I dare say it is noth had been indulging very freely in sugar booked, in a few days, for Thomaston.
State, has come out, in ¿i publication under
Skowhegan Sentinel.
ing every way to prevent his wife from get ing else.’ 4 It mav be,’ continued Rebecca, plumbs. It has been satisfactorily ascer
his proper signature, in favor of Gen. Harri
ting ardent spirit. He was cautious to keep 4 she is in reality sick, and he is gone out tained that the confectioners color these ar
son, and against the Sub-Treasury National
ticles
with
poisonous
substances.
The
fine
.Abolition
Nomination
for
the
Presidency.
—
now,
so
if
you
will
accompany
me
we
will
money out of her way, and he thought she
Bank measure of King Martin. He says the
would not dare to pawn any article of house go and then if she is drunk, we will come green color is given by the arsenite of cop The National Anti Slavery Convention, which system ‘ has been in full operation for hundreds
met
in
Albany
on
Wednesday
and
Thursday
per, and the yellow is made with the chro
hold furniture in the neighborhood, as he away before he returns.’
of years in Spain, and has produced nothing
Jane consented to go. When they arriv mate of lead. Both of these chemical com last, nominated the Hon. James G. Birney of but monarchy and aristocracy?
should most certainly hear of it immediately.
New York, for President, and Hon. Thomas
Several days had elapsed, and she had ed there, they found her laying on the bed, pounds are virulent poisons.—In conse Earl of Philadelphia, for Vice President.
A Sion in Pennsylvania.—-A Tippecanoe
drank no spirit of any kind ; her husband and they thought dying. They were alarm quence of the injurious and dangerous effects There were 121 Delegates representing six
congratulated himself that he had prevented ed, and immediately despatched a messen- growing out of the use of these colored su different States. This course, says the Albany Club has recently been formed in Harrisburg,
her access to it. The next evening after he; ger for their mother. They approached gars, the authorities of France, a few years Daily Advertiser, was resolved upon after Pennsylvania, composed enhrefry oj gentlemen
heretofore Van Buren, but who have recently
bad been thus rejoicing, he found her lying; the bedside and asked her how she felt, but ago, strictly forbade the making or vending two days’ debate by a vote of 48 to 37.
renounced their allegiance to that party, and
on the floor in her chamber, with a bottle off received in reply but one word,—4 toddy? them. It is obvious, therefore, that parents
enlisted under the broad banner of the Hero
The Wheeling Times of the 26th says that of Tippecanoe.
. Rnm,—yes New England Rum, in her bo They were shocked, and endeavored to do cannot be too much on their guard against
one
thousand
bushels
of
Wheat
were
sold
permitting
their
children
to
buy
and
eat
these
som. The heart-broken husband, seizing something to revive her, but all she said to
last week at Bridgport, Ohio, opposite that
A Physician.
the bottle, dashed it against the chimney, their repeated enquiries and proposals was pernicious articles.
The Virginia Legislature adjourned on the
city, for TWENTY-FIVE Cents per bushel. 19th ins!., after a session of 109 days.
Newark^Jan. 22d, 1840.
and laying his wife upon the bed, he paced —toddy. Their mother arrived* and in-

the apartment till the rays of the morning
sun shot across the room. His wife then be
ing in a deep slumber, he left her tyid search
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ed the house to see if he could perceive any
JAMES K. REM1CH.
Office nn the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House. way that she could have obtained it, but it
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
remained a mystery. He tlWn bent his steps
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— towards one of those haunts of the infa.mous,
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which/ which in those days ruined thousands, and
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. Nol
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub-j laid them in the drunkard’s grave : but they
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
denied selling it to her. He then closely
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
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question, continued Mr. Clay, by war or by
Several bills from the Senate were referred '
The Senate and the country to the appropriate committees.
’
Whig Young Men’s National Convenwere interested in this question, and though
The House then went into committee of tion.—An address to the “ Young Men of the
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.......... FIRST SESSION.
EUROPEAN NEWS.
not as much interested as Maine, it was a the whole, Mr. Casey of Illinois in the chair,
. ~
........... United Slates has recently been issued, by a
War between England and China.—By the
question for the Government alone to settle. and took up the appropriation. bill
for civil
LN SENATE.
Tnebill" wil/de- Cornmittee appointed for the purpose by the5
ship South America, arrived at New York,
While, said Mr. Clay, I believe the people and diplomatic expenses. T
. ................. „„
MONDAY, APRIL 13.
important intelligence is received to the 20th
of Maine as patriotic and as wise and as brave bated to the hour of adjournment by Messrs. Baltimore Delegation (of six hundred) to the
Several petitionsand reports from commit as the citizens of any other section of the Geddings, Dromgoole and Wise.
ult. from Liverpool, and the 19th from Lon
, Whig Young Men’s Convention which is to asdon.
tees were presented. Among tine latter was country, I cannot consent that Maine should
| semble in that city on the 4th of May, inviting
England has not yet declared war against a report by Mr. Buchanan from the commit lake this question from the General Govern
MONDAY, APRIL 13.
1 them to send Delegates to the Convention.'
China, but such active preparations of war tee on Foreign Affairs, of the resolutions in ment. If by negotiation the question is to
Mr. Cushing presented the Resolves of the ;
are making in British India and England, as relaiion to the negroes liberated, by the au be settled, the Executive and the ¡Senate must Legislature of Massachusetts in favor of a We have only room for the concluding para
invariably precede a formal declaration. thorities of the island of Bermuda, from the settle it. If by war, the Government alone is General Bankrupt Law.
Mr.. Cushing ex- g»apbs : —
L
The preparations are on an extensive scale. brigs Comet, Enterprise and Encomium, to declare war. I can feel, I do feel for the pressed his hope and desire that Congress'
“ These are no over-drawn pictures, YoungDespatches from Bombay of Jan. 31st, state with the following amendment :
position of Maine, but I tiaimot consent that might act on the subject at the present ses Men of America !
Every rank attests their’
that great preparations were making in the
Resolved, That if suejj ship or vessel should she should lake any power from the Gen sion.
The resolves were referred to the correctness, and in asking you to lay these doIndian Harbors. The Governor General had be forced, by stress of weather or other unavoid eral Government into her own hands.
i mestic truths to your hearts, we beg you to rec
Committee on the Judiciary.
advertised for 40,000 tons of shipping to able cause, into the port and under the jurisdic
There are two securities,. said Mr. C. aMr. Lincoln presented the Resolves of the ollect that this state of things has but recently'
transport the troops to China.
The expedi tion of a friendly Power, sb“ and her cargo and gainst rhe opinion of war. Great Britain can Legislature of Massachusetts on the sub occurred, that it has grownup, as it were, 11 in'
tion was to rendezvous at and sail from Cal persons on board with their property, and the not, when the right is with us. he willing to ject of the Massachusetts Claim, which a night," under the schemes of the present Ad-’
cutta. Its destination was not known ; it was rights belonging to their personal relations, as make the question a war question ; and he on his motion were ordered to be printed, ministration, that it is the result of Van
deemed probable that it would be directed established by, the laws of the State to which believed, he added, that she would come to and referred to the Committee on Military Burenism.
they belong, would be placed under the protecAre we wrong in so charging ? Has not the
against Canton or some other point on the
this conclusion upon an examination of the Affairs.
administration had entire and uncontrollable'
coast.
question. But supposing, added Mr. C. that
Mr. Adams having presented certain Reso- sway? Were we not
__ ____
f..............and
.....................
..
prosperous
happy beThe last accounts from China are to Dec.
upon an investigation, she should think that lutioris of the Legislature of Massachusetts in f°re its existence ?—Has it not interfered with,
8th.—The Emperor had addressed a decree
the right was with her. Were we then to relation to laws passed by other States, which Commerce, Finance, Internal Improvements?
to Governor Lin, prohibiting the importation
make the question one of war ? No two na led to the imprisonment of citizens of Massa- Has
U " it not* said,
~'J a Perish Credit—Perish Com
of all British goods forever, an/l the
tions speaking the same language would go chusetts within their bounds, moved their merce ?” Has it n.H declared that the “ Subfor Wednesday.
with China was coirsequently at an end.
Mr. An Treascry scheme was and should be in force
After a short Executive session, the Senate to war upon this question, No, said Mr. Clay, reference to a Select Committee.
Have not its measures been
The —
Americans continued to ,pursue
........... their
not until all other methods fail. By the trea drews of Kentucky, moved that they lie on in the land ?”
adjourned.
trade unmolested, and their ships were arriv
ty of Ghent there is said to be a subsisting the table. On this motion Mr. Calhoun of servilely enforced ? Has not a rebelling Sen
ate or a refractory Congress been dragooned in
ing and departing as usual.
TUESDAY, APRIL 14.
[ provision which makes it necessary to refer Massachusetts, demanded the yeas and nays ; to acquiescence, the one by li Instructions,”
The Calcutta Courier states that the Chi
this matter to arbitration. The reference to which resulted as follows : Yeas 102, nays’49. the other by Vetoes ?
------------------------------------------------------------ ? Has it not appealed,
IMPORTANT REPORT AND DEBATE.
nese are making vigorous preparations for the
the King of the Netherlands was an abortion
The same disposition was made of another ) cringing, and falsely to the people, proclaiming
The Committee on Foreign Affairs this! —failure—so considered, so regarded by all resolution of the Massachusetts Legislature, - ‘ts quack nostrums the life elixir of Democracy,
contest. The Governor of Macao, at the
head of a body of troops, inspected the forts morning made a Report in answer to the Ex- ! parries.—The
'1
treaty of’83 then remains as it declaring the rule adopted by the House an<^’ administering
ii
cta ui
drug lijrstuau
instead lh
of a vuruiali
cordial,
and ordered a double quantity of ammunition ecutive and other communications referred to ; was, and the provision for arbitration is still of Representatives excluding abolition peti- ■ assumed actual and despotic control
of the Purse
to be sent to each.
Numbers of Chinese the Committee on the subject of the1 North- in force.
rions to he in violation of the Constitution : ( and the Sword whilst the people slept under its
troops had been landed at Macao.
1 morbid influence ? Has it not squandered mileastern Boundary.
[
In regard to the forces in Canada it gave Yeas 105, nays 44.
i lions on a successless war for electioneering purLarge bodies of the Prussian Lutherans are
The committee state that they have had the , him no* uneasiness although alluded to by~ the
The hour expired before Mr. Adams had
’ poses, and is not. that war continued for the
on the way to the seaboard, to take ship for same under consideration, and give iheir reas- ! Senator from N. Y. and by others. Great Brit got through presenting his memorials.
! same ends ? Is not the Treasury empty and the
America, in consequence of religious perse ons for not reporting, at length at this moment.! ain was the weaker party on this continent.
The General Appropriation Bill was re
cutions at home.—Four companies of about The reasons briefly are—that the subject is ; Canada was not fo invade us, but in war sumed in committee, and Mr. Wise resumed credit of the Government at a discount ? Have
they not tried to excite the poor man against the
170 each, had arrived at Newcastle-on-Tyne, now before the British Government for its we were to invade Canada,—She was prepar his speech. Mr. Jones replied to Mr. C'
_______
...................
« poor
,,w
Wise, rich,, as if the rich
man’s7 luxury
was not the
and another thousand^ were expected daily. consideration. The proposition before that ' ing for id^itoce not | for attack. We were and the debate was continued by Messrs. 1 man’s wealth ? Are not State Securities in EuThey are mostly peasantry;—Their first des Government they say, will doubtless settle or) 16,000,6'00 strong— not afe well prepared
Samuels and Stanley.
Before Mr. Stanley rope sacrificed to pay existing debts, without
tination is New York. The total number is lead to the settlement of the question at is to meet aggression al we could wish, but concluded his speech, the committee
rose. the hope of continuing the works they were cre
several thousands.
oiiv.
J IJtJ Li
111JU I i I UUb JIJ
sue. The
difficulties
in Uiu
the Wdy
way Ol
of dll
an dllr
am- |■ much better prepared titan we were in the and the House adjourned.
ated to complete ?
be so . |I war oj
Friends of Law and Order, we ask no re
iu iik
of ioi^
1812 —oetter
better |prepared upon the Sea
Storm and Loss of Life at Pondicherry.— ¡cable adjustment will not be foundi to
We may 'and' upon
the
—-upon the border and in
venge for these manifold iniquities.—Notwith,
' lakes
'
Tlye Temps publishes accounts from Pondi great as have been anticipated. V"
TUESDAY, APRIL 14.
standing the whole actual power of Government
cherry of the 22d of January, and from Ya- (adds the Report) reasonably expect that a re the interior. He was not alarmed at the force
CIVIL AND DIPLOMATIC BILL.
has been concentrated in the Cabinet at Wash
naon, a French factory about 250 miles along ply will be received during the present or ear in Canada, nor would he be alarmed if the
Mr. Stanley ofN. C.,spoke at length upon ington, and Congress made, in fact, the mere
force were much larger than it is. A prep the abolition question, in reply to Mr. Dunthe coast from that city, up to the 7th of De ly in the approaching month of May.
ministerial agent of its decrees, we ask no vio
They trust that the answer will be satisfac aration was natural.
cember, which contains numerous details of
can. Mr. Steinrod of Virginia, also addressed lence to unmask these despots disguised in the
tory,
and
have
confidence
that
it
will
be
so.
Mr.
Clay
again
repeated
that
the
question
the dreadful hurricane and inundation of the
the House briefly. Mr. Dawson of Georgia, garments of democracy ! Seekers of true do
sea on that coast. They coincide in staling They have every reason to believe that this must be one which the government must set protested against the manner of consuming mestic peace
and liberty, without which
public
;
____ r
___
the force of the wind to have been such as answer will be satisfactory to all parties, and tle, and not any one member of the Union. the time of the House in partisan speeches, i l‘berty is valueless, we implore your patient enhad never before been witnessed there, and are therefore disposed to await lhe arrival 1 he government had a right to submit to ar- Mr. Graves replied briefly.
Mr Martin of er^y ’ we ask your vn’ces and y°ur efforts un______
I
’ and protested
1
y»»r friends, your
ought
to do so before going to N. Y„
v joined Mr.
xi.. Dawson
n..
the inroad of the sea as dreadful beyond des of the answer to the proposition. The Com- I bitration, and
°
6
°
■ „ -|
1
i
brothers,
your neighbors !
Let the revolution
cription. Upwards of ten thousand corpses mittee, alter briefly stating the facts as they war.
gainst
the mal-practices
and111
disorders ofp the
•
»ovtnuuun
i be firm, but peaceful !
had been found, but many thousand more exist, conclude by expressing lhe opinion that) Mr. Clay’s speech, which was unexpected House.
In ypu, young men of America, rest the germa
the
question
of
peace
or
war
will
depend
in
to
him
and
the
Senate,
had
a
great
effect,
bad, no doubt, been washed away. So many
of future national stength & greatness. Many are,
bodies lying unbtiried had caused a pesti a great measure on the answer of the British I have never heard the Senator so eloquent’)
) as yet, unpledged to a political course, and it be
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15.
lence, and the condition of the survivors, who Government to lhe proposition now with that) or an audience as attentive.
The business was not important. Several comes you to be wary in your selection—Choose
j| The position of the dominant
.L
party was
had lost most of their property, was exceed Government from the United States.
were received in answer LV
to, falsely, A hereafter you will have pride of opinion
After the reading of the Report, Mr. Wright complimented—the conduct of the executive communications
ingly distressing.
The British authorities
of them was
’ answer
to > and mistaken consistency to preserve, whilst half
resolutions
(One
...........................
.. in
..........
. ..
rose
and
said
that
be
had
called
for
its
readin
the
negotiation
approved
of;
and
the
Be

and settlers had shown the greatest kindness
the resolution of Mr. Adams concerning the ■ ynUr 1VeS W1 ke heartlessly spent in “ defining
your position." From your ranks are to come \
to the French sufferers, but the factory and ing with the view of printing an extra num- ( port fully concurred in.
Spanish
schooner L’Amistad. The other the future rulers of the land, making you the
Mr. Ruggles said a few words in explanatown of Yanaon, which alone had lost 1500 her of copies. He lived near a border town, I
was
in
relation
to
the
fishing
bounties.
i g'u-Aiuiauo
uh
guardians hi
in the
western world, of true Demo
inhabitants, could not recover from such a and his constituents, without cause as he1 tion, which concluded the discussion. Mr.
I he morning hour was taken up with the | cratic Liberty.
calamity for a great many years.
The gov thought, had been alarmed by the recent Clay had misunderstood one of his remarks further discussion of the report on'the subject | In your candidate, WILLIAM HENRY HAR
i in regard to war. He
‘ was not against war
ernment chest and most of the public records correspondence.
The Report which the Committee on For- ! nor for it. His opinion depended altogether of the contract for stationery for the House. RISON, you have every thing that could be dehad been preserved. As instances of the ex
Civil and Diplomatic Bill. — Mr. Ogle of sired ; true constitutional principles, firmness,
tensive scale on which this great natural ca eign Relations had presented would allay ex-1 upon contingencies. He preferred peace and Pennsylvania had the floor on this subject.
I honor, learning, wisdom, experience.
He has
,
lamity acted, it is mentioned that at Talari- citement and restore harmony. He heartily i was a peace (JiaiJ?
man, 1UJ1
unless
circumstances should
__ I served his country with the Axe, the Sword,
war necessary.
necessary, Again, Mr. R. said, he
vou one house, in which persons had taken approved of it, and thought lhe extra nutnC| make
make war
THURSDAY, April 16.
! TkHE
?e is brother of the woodsman,[differed
.........from
... iVCin
„,
j differed fr.,...
from .hi
the zJ...
Senator
Kentucky
up
refuge, was blown down and most of them her ought to be printed.
Mr. Wrn. Cost Johnson submitted a bill to shoulde,r to shou’der he has stood with the BuckMr.
Wright
said
that
he
lived
on
the
fron!
O
n
the
subject
of
arbitration.
The
Governkilled ; while at Mallavorarn, a village on the
the Kentucky Ranger,-.nd
The Govern- provide for the safe keeping of the public
i • i ihe •mtends
.
i to offer
cc as a snhstli • slde
hy
side
has sat
with your
most
English territory, only,40 were saved out of tierand he believed that the great prepara-1 mem could nor again refer the question to a 1money, which
a
Jed
andhe most
el in conned
glatesme
„.-Thos
tions
in
the
provinces
were
made
with
ihe)t;q
:
j
-----------■'
-------------------rni
'
'
2000 inhabitants.
; third power without the consent of Maine.
tute for the sub-treasury hill when that comes practically educated and made eminent by the
view of self protection, or to prevent any vio-i jyj
*lr. Clay differed from the Senator.
up for consideration. The
appropri people’s favor, he has risen from obscurity to
ukr. general .................
lence on the part of the disaffected people of|I T|
The motion was then put to the Senate upFatal Shipwreck.—Capt. Hatch, of brig
ation bill was further discussed in committee, j greatness, on the wings of his own genius, not
the
province.
He
did
not
believe
there
was)
ion printing, and ten thousand extra copies by Mr. Ogle of Pennsylvania.
Chas. Miller, at Portland, 15th inst. from Ha
Mr. Lincoln on the borrowed plumes of a dying phoenix. Ho
vana, reports that on the 29th ult. at 6L A. any design on the part of Great Britain to wer& ordered.
replied to some parts of Mr. Ogle’s speech i comes to you, a new man at the Seat of Govplace
these
troops
in
Canada
with
a
view
of
M. 15 miles North of Viper Key, near Flori
relating to the public buildings, and the ex I ernment, as you are new in life, and we have
the earnest, in his skill, bis judgment, his expe
da Reef, he fell in with the wreck of schr. making war upon the people of the United
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15.
penditures on the President’s mansion.
States.
rience, his honor, his bravery, his virtue, of the
Emblem of New Bedford, Capt. Leonard
Mr. Williams, of Maine, presented a reso
Mr. Ruggles, of Me. said that document!
restoration of our country to prosperity and
Russell, which had sailed from Apalachicola
lution instructing the committee on military
FRIDAY,
APRIL
17.
greatness.
18th ult. for Havana, and was thrown on her upon the face of it appeared a peace docu- }laffairs to inquire into the expediency of al
Mr. Burke presented a memorial of the
Aptly joined with him in this work of redempbeam ends on the 25th, at 6 A. M. in a gale. ment. Heretofore we had been favored with ■ lowing payment to the militia of Maine for Clerk asking an investigation of the charges
—........—... ...
tion, we find JOHN TYLER, the favored son of
After lying thus eight hours, her rriasts went war documents. There were some who de services rendered in the winter of 1839, in made against him respecting lithographic and i Virginia,—great among her great men—with a
by the board she righted full of water.
She sired the settlement of the question in con ) defending the territory of Maine. The reso- stationery contracts with Mr. Langtree.
(judgment ripened by years of duty and political
was knocked down about 50 miles west ol troversy at the expense of a war. His own ;! lotion being one of inquiry merely, was
The rules were suspended after a little de- ) experience, and with dignity to preside in a SenTortngas, and had drifted 180 miles when constituents felt a deep interest in the subject,! adopted.
bate, the memorial received, a resolution for ;ate’ which, under your auspices,.we hope, again
and he did not believe that, the Report would <
fallen in with by the C. M.
)
Mr. King, of Ala., chairman of the commit its reference moved, an appeal made from a to see hailed as the a most able body of States
be as satisfactory to them as the recent cor- j
Boston Daily Advertiser.
tee on commerce, made a report, authorizing decision of the Chair that this resolution was men in the world.”
respondence between lhe Secretary of State)
® i the Secretary of the Treasury to furnish three
Thus blows the wind fair from every quarter.
The Portland Advertiser says :
in order, the resolution amended, the previand the British Minister. That correspon-!
Come to us with your tens, your hundreds, aye,
‘ I iron steamboats—one on the Lakes, one on
“ The following is a list of her crew and dence led many of them to hope that the. jj the Atlantic border, and one on the South ous questmn moved on the appeal, the appeal your thousands Z_ample r^fn have we for
withdrawn, the previous question ordered on (in our hearts and homes-lhe warmest welcome,
passengers : Capt. Leonard Russel, lost, New Government would take strong measures, and 1
) Western Gulf. The bill,was laid on the ta the resolution, and the resolution adopted,
resnlmmn nnrl thg ¡•«soffition adopted.
i public and private, of Baltimoreans, awaits
awaits you
Bedford ; Win. H. Barren, lost, Philadelphia ; do something that would lead to a settlement! ble.
you
1 he Chair laid before the House a plan at the Convention, to swell the voice of public
Alexander Andrews, saved, England ; Rich of the vexed question. There was one ques-1
illcoCi))lc
The Senate then proceeded to the second from flip
Wai*
Dprmrtrnont
fkn
rl
r\
(
nnininn
in
fnvnt*
nf
FJ
>
M
J
the War Department for the defence of opinion in favor of Harrison and Tyler.
ard Singleton; saved, New York ; 11. Lord, tion which Maine regarded more than peace Special order
. Mr. Calhoun moved on Mon- the frontiers, a copy of the treaty with Mexi
BRANTZ MAYER,
or war, and that, question was national honor i
saved, Holland.
e
resolutions
from
the
Committee
JOSHUA M. HALL,
co, and testimony in the New Jersey Election.
“ Passengers.—Emanuel Judah, lost, Rich and the maintainance of the rights of thei1 on* —
Foreign
Affairs be printed and made the
THOMAS C. MONMONIER,
The House went into Committee of the
mond ; Marietta S. Judah (wife,) saved, New State.
I order of the day for Wednesday, as he desir- Whole on the state of the Union and resum
JESSE D. REID,
York ; C. N. N. Judah, (son,) lost, do. : Jack
Mr. Ruggles said he could have wished)
DAVID CREAMER,
■ ed now to test the sense of the Senate in re- ed the consideration of the Appropriation
E. Judah, (son,) lost, do. ; C. H. Leland, (su for a fuller report—fora more bold opinion,;
JOHN BRECK,
. ’’ j lation to them and called them up.
Bill, which was continued for some time,
percargo,) lost, do. ; Robert M. Lopez, Phila for something more decisive. In conclusion,!
NEILSON POE,
;)
[These resolutions were in relation to ves- when it appeared that there was no quorum.
delphia.
Mr. R. said that he was indifferent to the quesELISHA LEE,
l''®8' j| seis driven by stress of weather into foreign
The Chairman reported the fact to the
“ The last named individual was saved, but tion of the number of reports printed- T..^
)
A RICH, Jr.,
ie : friendly
j
.
ii-ii*
,
iiieuuiy ports,
pons, and
anu embraced
emuraceu the
me cases of
or the
Hie
died the next night, from fatigue and bruises documents ordered in the ear y pan of theses- a
WILLIAM A. TALBOTT,
’ . .mi
.
.
, : . House, when Mr. Vanderpoel moved a call of
...
1
,
•
i
American
vesses
w
th
saves
on
board,
which
smn
WPi
’
n
nnf
snnrihprl
until
tho
third
¿at
x^?oro
I
a
«,
vw
u
ivu
the
House.
After
one
or
two
unsuccessful
THOMAS CARROLL,
received while on the wreck. Captain Rus sion were not supplied until the third set were ;
| had been compelled to put into the Bahamas.] motions to adjourn, on one of which the yeas
CHARLES H. PITTS.
sell and Mr. Judah, together with the two ordered to be printed. The last came first, |
The amendment, as reported by the com and nays were ordered, the call was refused
sons of the latter, and Mr. Leland, died on and lhe first last. If a similar delay was to
mittee, reads thus :
—yeas 48, nays 56, and the House then adj.
the first night, and Barren on the third. lake place, there would be no value in the re
“ Selling White Men for Debt.”—As our
Resolved, That if such ship or vessel should
While on the wreck, they had for their sub port.
readers may wonder how this slander upon
be forced, by stress of weather or other unavoid
SATURDAY,
APRIL
18.
sistence only two lemons, an apple and a lit
Mr. Buchanan said that the remarks of the
Gen. Harrison first originated, we will tell
able cause, into the. port and under the jurisdic
The House went into Committee on the them. The Miamian, an Ohio paper, thus
tle brackish water. On the 28th, having lost Senator from Maine rendered necessary that
tion of a friendly Power, she and her cargo and
the water, they were destitute of all food, and he should say a word or two in reply. The persons on board with their property, and all the bill making appropriations for the Civil and explains it :
the’sea was continually breaking over the report had been denounced by the Senator, rights belonging to their personal^relations, as Diplomatic expenses of the government for
“ The chargei was first made against the
***w
wreck. After the rescue of the survivors, and he did not believe that lhe citizens of established by the laws of the State to which the year 1840, and the discussion thereon .
.'"r
Captain Hatch tacked the ship to the S. S. E. Maine would sustain him in that denuncia they belong, would be placed under the protec was resumed hy Mr. Weller of Ohio. y°«hJ'Ge"era -.ln ,831.
and at 10 A. M. tacked again, stood for the tion. The report reasserted the right of tion which the laws of nations extend to the Mr. Weller commenced
a speech on i
the Suh-Treasury Bill. He was called to or-1 »WANDERER was an Englishman, who
wreck, boarded her, and fished up with a Maine to the territory in dispute. It contem unfortunate under such circumstances.
der on the ground of “irrelevancy.”
But it' ^‘J,een ,‘"ke" 7"h
„’»J* HARRIpair of grains a leather trunk, belonging to plated no abandonment of those rights, but in
The resolutions were adopted with the a- was alleged that free scope had been, and j S°N-*”s entmty. He now holds
Mr. Leland, containing bills of exchange, and view of the news from England, and lhe pe bove amendment. A brief discussion, how
And | r„„
specie, to the amount of 88232. Some sails, culiar state ol things, it contemplated a post ever, followed the introduction of the subject. ought to be, given to the discussion.
for his abuse of the gallant old General.”
rigging, and a few articles of clothing belong- ponement ol action until an answer was receiv
A message was received from the Presi- the end of all the conversation was, that Mr.
Weller
resumed
and
continued
his
speech
in
, ing to the crew and passengers, were saved.” ed to the recent correspondence
and the ,prop.
.
_________
- -r , dent of the United States upon the subject of
Henry Clay—Kentucky, and the Fish
osition of the Government sent out in July i the recent treaty with Mexico.
It was re- his own way.
The Argus says :
Mr. Brown of Mississippi, made his debut, ing Bounties.—A friend at Washington
.1... rv.. on ™
ferred to the committee on Foreign Affairs.
last. Mr. B. M..
said I>the Committee
Foreign
“Mr. Judah was a theatrical gentleman,
in a speech in defence of the Administration, writes us the following gratifying intelligence.
Affairs would stand by Maine to the last, and
and had beep a manager for some time. His
The fishermen and people of our State wilh
from some of the attacks made upon it.
report nothing to the disparagement of her
THURSDAY, APRIL 16.
wife, throughout the four fearful days she
Mr. Jenifer put to Mr. Brown some ques by and by discover who their friends are in-,
claims.
The bill supplementary to the act to grant
passed upon the wreck, had manifested great
Mr. Ruggles said that he was at a Joss to pre-emption rights to settlers on the public tions as to his course heretofore on the Bank these times of opposition and need :
energy of character. She assisted to sustain
“*
*
*
*
* I remarked to
know for what reason the Senator from Penn lands was discussed, and ordered to be en question—suggesting that he was one ot the
her husband upon the wreck, and he died in
sylvania had said that he had denounced the grossed by a vote ot 25 to 7. The bill to au fathers and founders of the Brandon Bank, Henry Clay to-day, that the Locos in Maine
her arms—as (lid also, one of her children,
and also of the Post Note system.—After were referring to the Resolutions of his State,,
the other died in the rope by which he was report. For aught he knew, the report was thorize the Southern mints to coin silver
some Conversation on this subject, in which instructing him to vote for abolishing the
the best winch could have been made under change, was ordered to be engrossed.
lashed. This spirit lasted her until she was
Mr. B. claimed the benefit of wisdom, as de Salt duty and the Fishing Bounties.
He
all the circumstances.
saved, when nature gave way, and she sunk
rived from actual experience of banks and warmly replied—‘ You may tell your folks
In continuing his remarks, Mr. R. said, I
FRIDAY,
APRIL
17.
lifeless as it Were, upon the (leek. She states
Resolutions
have never, at any time, believed that a war
An animated debate took place on a prop post notes, Mr. Everett took the floor, and that none such have passed.
that, as she bung, with her feet in the water,
would come, or was necessary. I have nev osition of Mr. Preston to recommit the mint the Committee rose, and the House adjourn passed the House for repealing the Salt duty
upon the wreck, constant vigilance was ne
—but were rejected in the Senate—not a
er apprehended any collision, and I have branch bill, with instructions to consider the ed at the early hour of three o’clock.
cessary to draw them frequently up, as the
word about the Bounties’. And if they had
founded this opinion upon the justice of the expediency of abolishing the branches.
It
sharks, that swam in fleets about the wreck,
Increasing Population.—In the Senate of instructed me to vote for the repeal of the
cause of Maine—upon her right to the territory was Jost, 11—28.
were ever on the alert to seize them.”
the United States on Friday, 10th, Mr. Walk- (’ fishing Bounties, you may tell them I would
in dispute. I believe that we are to avoid a
er presented a memorial from the father and not have obeyed them.’ ”—Argus Revived.
war by preparing to meet a war. I believe,
SATURDAY, APRIL 18.
Slide of Earth, in Canada.-—*On the morn- moreover, that Great Britain in such a cause
Saturday having been set apart for private mother of twenty-five children, all his constit
ing of the 4th inst., a large tract of land of as this, and with the opinion of the world aFemale Voter.—The New York Express
bills, several bills of that nature were consid uents, and the eldest ot the twenty-five chil
several hundred acres, near Three Rivers, gainst her, will not willingly engage in a war.
dren not over twenty-five years. * The peti says that a woman, dressed in a bottle green
ered
in
Committee
of
the
Whole,
explained,
Lower Canada, slid off into the river. There
tioners say that each of the children can frock and light pantaloons, who called herMr. Clay said he was very happy to hear
were upon it two houses, several barns, 40 the Senator from Maine say that he was not and ordered to be engrossed, and the Senate have a donation of land il they go to Texas.'! self John Mackay, was committed, on the
adjourned.
horses, cows and other domestic animals, and for war. If there was a war party it was a
They threaten to emigrate if the United )i morning after the election, for voting in the
500 fine sugar maple trees. The land went criminal one. He was pleased to believe that
States will not give them a donation of land.|) ]4.thward. She reports herself to be from
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
off gradually, and the inhabitants, including the dominant party were opposed to war.
The petition was referred.
Hartford, Connecticut.
SATURDAY,
APRIL
11.
the men employed in making sugar, who The opinion of the country was against war,
The
morning
hour
was
occupied
in
debate
“ The Harrison button” is the name of a
took the alarm as soon as they saw the trees and no party but a criminal party could be i
ECr’The Baltimore American, one of the ablest pa
on a motion by Mr. Briggs to discharge the new article manufactured at Attleboro’, Mass. pers in the country, which has hitherto maintained a
moving, made their escape.
found to defend war.
committee on public expenditures. Air. Wise The have a neat little “ log cabin” on their * neutral position, has come out boldly and decidedly oo
Boston Daily Advertiser.
There were but two ways of settling this opposed the motion.
face. They are all the go in Boston.
| lhe side of Harrison and Reform.
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(ET^Our Van Buren friends are affecting
to rejoice over the returns from a few townshipsand counties in Michigan, Ohio and
New York. They have probably relinquish-

;

More “ signs” in “ old York,”—A cor-1
respondent of the Democrat communicates
the ‘ glorious intelligence’ that the Locos carried the town of Cornish, this spring, by

it is not impossible that among the friends of
temperance who have labored long and ar
duously, there may exist an unconscious de
In Senate, March 13, 1840.
sire to be relieved from the burthen and the
The Joint Select Committee on the Li- i¡responsibility of laboring and carrying forward
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
ed as a profitless business the recording of “ much greater majorities than the most ^an
cense Laws, to whom was referred a bill en- tbe
>’k of reform. If those philanthropists
the wo
work
“ cheering” signs and the predicting of Loco guine had anticipated.” “ Owing,” he states, titled an Act relating to the sale of intoxicat- can be satisfied that the good work can be
FOR PRESIDENT,
triumphs in Connecticut and Rhode Island, “ to the disaffection of some few individuals, ing liquors ; also petition of Samuel Martin better promoted by individual effort without
WIULIA^I H. HARRISON. and have arrived at the conclusion that it is the contest appeared, in the eyes of many, to and
others ; also thirty six other petitions, further prohibitory law, we believe they will
’
by two thousand and four hundred and ; not be weary in well doing. And whilst
expedient to gather comforting morsels from, be somewhat dubious,” &c, Thegubernato- signed
OF OHIO.
j
eighty-one persons, praying for a repea I of the ! y°ur committee are of opinion that the Legand hazard predictions of results favorable rial vote in Cornish, in September last, stood present
]p - ; license
cannot‘ arrest the evils ‘by enacting
"
’law, and
. ’ the enactment of a islature
:
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
to the administration in, States farther off, whig
Loco________
majority 60.
It prohibitory
1
„ 8.4, Loco 144. ____
la(v ; also six other petitions pray-. laws, we believe the members can do much
where the true state of the case cannot so seems now, from the communication • in the In-Jo,‘ borations in the laws relating to the,: m another mode. We esteem it an honor,
XS&iZ !^o that our fellow citizens should select us to fill
easily be ascertained or their predictions so oe,„»erat, lhal after . herd fough. banfe .he
OF VIRGINIA.
rhe responsible and delicate situation which
I soon falsified*
One thing is very certain, Locos managed to hold the ground, although report.
! we here occupy. We are placed in a posi
if the administration party are satisfied wiih at one time, ‘ owing to disaffection’ the result ’
Your committee consider the subject to be tion to exert an influence for good or evil,
| the popular feeling, as indicated by the re- seemed very doubtful.
oi1 ^reai‘inl,ortance’ and great'delicacy, ■ which we should not otherwise possess. We
doubtful. The plain English of
The citizens of the several cities, towns' suits of the spring elections, in the States U»e whole is, we suppose, that so great ^J0ve ;
've'J un<Jerstoo,^lt^at a very large pro- are sent here to act, not for our own pleasure,
! portion
of crimes, and consequently the ex- but for others. By throwing the whole
and
nixi plantations
jxiiiiiauviiH in the
uiü State
oime of
or Maine,
iviaine, who
wno < ,
, ,
...
. , ..
.
I
are
in favor of' ihe
election of Gen. ’WIL«
'
.7JL, .I above namei ’ 1 10 wlngs are abundant|y sat- be«n the accessions to the whig from the Van , penses of criminal prosecutions, and the sup -!' weight of our influence and example in the
’* ..........
It is such as must convince ev- Bui'^^iarty in Cornish, that the latter were , I port of our State prison, and County gaols,, scale of temperance and morality, we may
LIAM
HENRY HARRISON for the next isfied.
President, and opposed to the present Na ery candid reader that the cause of the ad- hard! fished and the town came near being i have their origin in the use of intoxicating rescue from the vortex of ruin, many who
tional and State Administrations, are request ministration is daily and hourly losing ground, revolutionized politically. The “ Ossipee” liquors. It has been estimated that at leas”) would oi her wise be overwhelmed. We may
¡seven eighths of the expenses for the support: lighten up many a cheerless and desolate aed to select Delegates to meet in Convention
at Augusta, on Wednesday, the 17th day of j and that the accessions to the whig ranks are correspondent feels bad evidently, but then he : of the poor, accrue directly or indirectly from j bode with the sunbeams of peace and prosJune next, at 10 o’qlock, a. m. to nominate a so numerous as to render it next jo certain vv’b get accustomed to “ whig victories” by I intemperance. It is well understood, that Ij .parity, and domestic felicity, and our own hapby*’the consciousness
"' be, promoted
' ly
‘
j
«andidate to be supported at the approaching 1 that the electoral votes of each of these ja,1(i bY> an(l perhaps by September or No i many diseases originate in, and that all dis- ' :P’\tiess will
■election for Governor ; and two candidates States will be given to Gen. Harrison in Nov- ! vember may be willing to give the Harrison,)• eases are aggravated by the free use of ardent 1 of doing good.
Whilst, therefore, your committee do not
*t spirits. Then taking into the account, the I
for Electors at Large for President and Vice
next. It is doubtless true, that in ticket a lift himself and help revolutionize loss of property, the debasement of the moral recommend any change in the laws upon the
President, and to adopt such other measures ember
’
as the present crisis ot the country and the SOfne cases the local elections this spring have
York,. He is sadly out of humor now as’ sensibilities, the distress and blasted hopes of subject of traffic in spirituous liquors, they do
interest of the whig party may demand. ! resulted in the success of the Van Buren par-. )!■ the rfollowing pretty conclusively demon domestic happiness in families, and the mis recommend that by our example as well as
The ratio of representation of the several i ty by increased majorities, or perhaps even in strates. “ Cornish Democrats can never be ery which is entailed upon them from gener our conversation, the members of the Legisation to generation, and we have an immense, ture will discourage the traffic, and endeavor
towns and cities, in the Convention, will be
| the superseding of whig officers by their. seduced from the path of duty and rectitude overwhelming amount of evil resulting from to dissuade all within the reach of their influ
as follows : —
by the hypocritical cant of unprincipled ren this indulgence. Deeply impressed with ence from the destructive tendency of in
Towns and plantations of 500 inhabitants I nominees. Instances of this kind must be
or less will be entitled to one delegate ; of looked for by every considerate man. In egades or the ranting raving roarings offed these considerations, the committee have dulgence in intoxicating drinks.
By order of the Committee,
more than 500 and less than 1000, to two del I many towns it is impossible to decide local eral fools, bullies or braggadocios.” He must anxiously considered the subject, with a view
PHILIP EASTMAN, Chairman.
egates ; of more than 1000 and less than ! elections exclusively on party grounds, owing be exceedingly gratified to see his article “ in to determine what further legislative action
would he advisable in reference to these evils.
2000, to four delegates ; of more than 2000
print,
”
and
it
wJI
create
quite
a
sensation,
A large proportion of the petitioners pro
In Senate, March 13, 1840.
and less than 4000, to eight delegates; of to the influence of local questions and sec
pose a repeal of the present license laws, and
Read and accepted, and Ordered, That the
more than 4000 and less than 8000, to ten tional feelings, and onr opponents undisput- doubtless, in the Ossipeesw \
the enactment of a law prohibiting the sale same be printed in all the newspapers that
delegates ; of more than 8000 and less than edly excel in the faculty of converting all such
Every one recollects the promises of of intoxicating drinks. It is understood that publish the Laws of the State.
10,000, to twelve delegates, and of more than differences to their real or apparent gain.
Retrenchment, Reform and Economy made this proposition originates in the idea that the
Sent down for concurrence.
10,000 to fifteen delegates. The représenta- j
WILLIAM TRAFTON, Sec’y.
’lion to be based upon the population of 1837. | But we very much doubt whether a single in by the present Administration, but by exam present law sanctions and encourages and le
House of Representatives, ?
By order of the State Committee.
i stance can be cited, in either of the above ining the following table, carefully farmed galizes the traffic. The committee are of ofrom the Government books, at Washington, pinion that this impression is erroneous. If
March 17, 1840.
$
named States, where the election was con ! the people will be able to compare thep/vi/es’
Read and concurred.
there were no law, the traffic would be en
Rhode Island.—Complete returns, (with j tested solely on party grounds, and v^here!
sions ol their rulers with their practices.
tirely legal, and so far as the law is concerned,
ELBRIDGE GERRY, Clerk.
the exception of a single town,) from Rhode the whigs were united, which will show an
April 25.
J. Q, Adams. A. Jackson. M. Van Buren. entirely reputable. The present Jaw prohib
Island.show the following result :—
(4 years.)
(8 rears )
its the sale generally, but permits certain indi
(3 rears.)
actual increase of strength on the side of the
Total. ^50,501,862'"9
00 145,792.735,00 111,406 963 00 viduals to sell, provided they can obtain the Carriage and Sign Painting.
1840.
1839.
administration or an actual loss on the part Year.
12 625-465.50 18,224.091.88 37.135,654.33
sanction of the officers of their respective
of the whigs. On the other hand, we know Month, 1.052,122.12 1,518 674.32 3.094.637,86
ANIEL GLASIER, having taken the
Day,
34.590.31
49,929.02
101.741.52 towns, and are “ persons of sober life and
Shop over Charles W. Kimball’s, would
that hundreds may he adduced which prove Hour.
n
1,441.26
2,080 37
4,239.23 conversation», and of good moral character,
o
Q
Minute.
24 02
inform the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi
34.67
70.65
and
suitably
qualified
for
the
employment
;
”
that
the
whigs
have
received
large
accessions
o
Second.
.40
.48
7s
1.17 and also give bonds in the penal sum ofthree cinity, that he will attend to all kinds of
to their numbers of individuals who have ahundred dollars, that they will not violate the CARRIAGE, SIGN <fc ORNAMEN
Fire and Loss of Life.—On Wednesday
Providence County, 2153 1527 57
1797 1604 bandoned the administration and united with
law, and will conform to such regulations as
TAL PAINTING.
Newport County,
775 425
morning
in
the
city
of
New
York
half
a
doz

800 548 the friends of Harrison and Reform. These
the town officers may prescribe.—And every
N. B. All work done by hi in will be war
Kent County,
675 406
1
583 456
en buddings on Elbridge street, and in the licensed person is prohibited ■ by the law, to
ranted to stand.
Bristol County.
402
150
5
326
166 are factsand the Fall elections will show them rear of that street, were destroyed by fire, and
Washington County, 648 747
suffer any kind of gaming in or about then3rn.
11
Kennebunk, April 23, 1840.
534 861 to be such.
Mr.
James
S.
Wells,
assistant
engineer,
and
a
—— ■ !■
..... — — ___
premises— from selling to any person addict
Mr. Glasgow, member of the hose company,
4653 3255 77 4040 3635
Georgia.—We have a “ gun” from this were buried under the falling walls ofone of ed to the intemperate use of strong liquors
and it is made the duty of the Selectmen to
Samuel W. King, the whig nominee, is
State. The charter election in Augusta oc the buildings. Their lifeless bodies were taken furnish each licensed person the name of ev
elected Governor by a majority of nearly
D. REMICH
out
in
the
course
of
the
day.
It-is
supposed
th.<t
curred on the 13th inst
There were three
ery person known by them to be so addicted.
AS just received from the Seed Stores
FOURTEEN HUNDRED, “the largest ma
some others have also perished. It was sup It is also made the duty of the town officers
parties in the field. The whigs carried the posed to be the work of an incendiary.
connected with the Yankee Farmer
jority,” according to the Providence Journal,
to prosecute the bond of any licensed person
day, electing their nominee for Mayor—9 of
office and the New England Farmer office in
who shall be proved to them to have been Boston, a large assortment of GARDEN
“ ever given in a contested gubernatorial ethe 12 Common Council-men, &c.
Last
Fire at Washington.—^ fire broke out at guilty of any violation of the law or of their
lection in that State. The same paper gives
SEEDS, which will be sold, at wholesale or
year the Locos had 9 and the whigs only 3 Washington on Saturday morning, 11th inst. regulations.—And it is also made their duty
retail, at Boston prices.
assurances that “ this majority will be increas
by
which
the
office
of
the
Madisonian
with
to
prosecute
every
person,
who,
without
li
of the Common Council.
ed immensely at the Presidential election.”
its contents was entirely destroyed, and also cense, shall presume to be a retailer of strong —AMONG THE SEEDS ARE THE FOLLOWING—
Asparagus —Large White Reading.
(t/^The Senators elect are all whigs.
Indiana.—A whig County Convention was the office of the Democratic Review, with the liquors.
Beet. —Long Blood ; Early Turnip; French Su
priming materials, and a great part of an edi
It therefore appears to your committee, gar j Mangel Wurtzel—(for cattle.)
(Lf^The Representatives elect are political held at Connerville, la. on the 7th inst- which
tion of Madison’s Papers. The Medical Col that the present license law, so far from en
Broccoli.—Early White.
ly divided thus : whigs 49 ; Locos 23.
was attended by from eight to ten thousand. lege, and Baptist Church were also consider couraging the traffic, restrains it—that so far
Cabbage —Green Globe Savoy ; Large Cape Sa
The electoral vote of Rhode Island was Many excellent speeches were delivered and ably injured.
as its operation is general, it is prohibitory—; voy ; Early Dwarf Savoy ; Early York ; Red Dutch,
given to Van Buren in 1836, when the V. B. the proceedings of the day were of the most
and that, so far as it affects those individuals (for pickling ;) Early Dutch ; Large Late Drumhead.
Carrot. —Long Orange; Early Horn; AltringU
ire
in
E
llsworth
.
—
The
building
ownwho obtain a license, it is restrictive, as ev ham (for cattle.)
electoral ticket succeeded by a majority gratifying character.
efl and occupied by John H. Jarvis, Jr. as a ery violation of the law by them is a forfeit
C
elery.—White Solid.
of 254 votes.
The whigs therefore have
store and dwelling house was consumed by ure of their bond.
Cress.—Curled, or Peppergrass.
I
llinois
.
—
A
grand
Convention
of
the!
gained
Cauliflower.—Early.
fire on Friday morning last, nothing was sav
The reasons of these restraints upon the
Cucumber —Early Green Cluster ; Early Frame ;
friends of Harrison and Tyler was held at i ed.
An adjoining joiner’s shop'was also traffic is precisely the same, which the peti
Long Green Prick ley.
Edwardsville, HI. 6th inst. The delegation i biirnt a£the same time. Whole loss estimat- tioners would urge in favor of a law entirely
Egg Plant.—Purple.
since November 1836.
from Alton formed a procession about a mile I
at $^’9^ 88,000 insured, 'ihe origin prohibitory in its nature, to wit : that the use of
Lettuce.—Ro} al Cape Head ; Early Curled Silecia
; Imperial Head ; Rose, or Tennisball.
In only three States have General Elections long, including the Mayor of the city, who!; of the fire is not known, and it was only by spirituous liquors, and of course the traffic in
M
elon.—Long Carolina; Large Round; Green
great exertions that the family escaped.
them is injurious to the community. By pla Citron
; Nutmeg ; Musk ; Skillman’s Fine netted.
been held since the nomination of Harrison was seated in a large Canoe and drawn by
cing these restrictions upon the trade, the Leg
Onion.—White Portugal; Silver Skin or Yellow ;
and Tyler by the Convention at Harrisburg. four beautiful Horses.
islature express the same kind, if not the same Large Red.
HYMENEAL,
Parsley.—Doubled Curled.
degree of hostility to the traffic which they
Below will be found the vote of these States,
MARRIED—In Kennobunk-port. by Rev. S.
Parsnip.—Large Dutch.
New-Orleans Election.—The Charter
compared with the Presidential vote cast by
Baker, Mr. Asia Staples of Minot to Miss Clar would by a law merely prohibitory.
Pepper.—Squash ; Long Cayenne.
From
the
best
information
in
possession
of
election in New-Orleans took place on the issa Miller of Kennebunk-port.
Radish-.—-Early Scarlet Short Top; Cherry, or
them in 1836.
your
committee,
we
are
of
opinion
that
less
Scarlet Turnip rooted.
In Saco, Mr. James D. Patten, to Miss Mary
6th inst. The whig candidate for Mayor was
1836.
1840.
Salsify, or Vegetable Oyster.
Jane Ware.—-Mr. Horace Phillips, to Miss Lu than one half of the towns in the State grant
Harrison. V.. B.
Harrison. V. B.
chosen by a majority of 113 votes, although cinda Jerkins.
Squash.—Early Bush Scollop Summer; Early Long
licenses, and a large proportion of the retailers
JNew Hampshire,
6.228 18.722
20.838 29.150
In Parsonsfield, Mr. George W Lord to Miss prefer to sell without license, and in violation Warted ; Early Crook Neck ; Canada Crook Neck ;
Connecticut.
18.719 19 284
30.529 25.948 opposed by the naturalized whigs, numbering
Long Winter Crook Neck.
Rhode Island,
2.710 2.964
of the law, rather than place themselves un
4.653 3.255 some three or four hundred voters.
Tomato, or Love Apple.
This is Mary B. Littlefield, both of P.
--- --- —
— —
In New York, Mr. Samuel Kelley, of that der the restrictions, and expose themselves to
Turnip.—Yellow Stone; White Flat Winter; Ear
27,657 40.970
56.020 58.353 the first time in twelve years that the whigs city, to Miss Emeline, daughter of Capt. Robert the heavy forfeiture which the present law ly Garden Slone; Early White Dutch ; Ruta Baga.
27 657
56.020 have elected a Mayor in New-Orleans.
Wentworth, of Buxtou, Me.
(LFSweet Basil ; Caraway ; Sweet Portuguese
imposes upon those who sell under a license. Marjoram
; Marsh Mallows ; Nasturtium ; Rhubarb ;
In Cambridge, 21st inst. by Rev. Henry Ware,
And
if
town
officers
now
shrink
from
the
per

V. B. maj. 1836, 13 313 V. B. maj. 1840, 2.333
Savory ; Sage, and Thyme.
Ohio.—Accounts from Pickaway, Ross, Jr. Rev. RobertC. Waterston, of Boston, to Miss formance of the duty which the present law Summer
Earliest
Dwarf; Blue Imperial ; Scymetar ; and
Anna Cabot Loweff, daughter of Hon. Josiah
This table shows that, in these States, there
Scioto, Jefferson. Belmont, Fayette, Morgan, Quincy.
imposes, to prosecute for violations which Matchless Marrowfat Peas ^-Earliest Corn. A great
has been a net whig gain of nearly ELEV Licking, Portage, Cuyahoga, Trumbull, High
come to their knowledge, it .may well be in variety of Early and Pole Beans.
Kennebunk, April 17, 1840.
EN THOUSAND VOTES, and that Mr.
quired, where is the hope, that a more rigid
OBIT U A R ¥._______ _
land, Fairfield, Hamilton, Coshocton, Co
law would be enforced ? The recent exam
~OXEN WANTED^
Van Buren has lost eight electoral votes in
DIED —In this town, on Friday morning ple of a sister State, supposed to be in ad
lumbiana, Carrol], Preble, Stark, Richland,
Connecticut and four in Rhode Island, mak Knox and Huron counties, in Ohio, give the last, ------------- , infant child of Mr. Porter
F|HHE
subscribers wish to purchase five
vance of us in the temperance reform, where
yoke of Oxen, measuring from six to
ing a change of TWENTY-FOUR Electoral results of their township elections, which Hall.
numerous warm hearts and strong minds are -HIn Kennebunk-port, on the 14th inst. Miss
seven feet-—to be delivered about the 20lh
votes against him since the last Presidential
_
________ enlisted—an array of talent seldom equalled of May.
generally show handsome whig gains. In Hannah Moody, aged 40 years. The
deceased
—
sustained
by
the
power
of
wealth,
and
mor

Election, —half the number required to defeat
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
40 townships, the aggregate whig gain is was the youngest daughter of Rev. Silas Moody, al, and political influence, and yet defeated,
formerly pastor of the first Congregational
him, in connection with those ot the Slates
Kennebunk, April 17, 1840.
4500—aggregate loss (in one or two town Church in Kennebunk-pert for forty years. Her may well lead us to pause and consider, feast
which went against him in 1836.—Such evi
natural disposition was uncommonly kind and we, by legislating too far in advance of pub
ships) 27 I
dence as this of changes in the popular senti
lovely. The temporal and eternal welfare of lic sentiment, produce a reaction, are com
he boston type
stereo
ment is worth volumes of declamation.
St. Louis Election.—At the Municipal others occupied no small portion ol her time and pelled to retreat from opr position, and thus
type FOUNDRY is removed to Mi
her gentle, unobtrusive solicitude. Her last acts give a triumph to the enemies of reform.
not’s new building, at the corner of Devon
Election in St. Louis, Mo. on the 6th, the were those of kindness : her last words those of
Your committee are of opinion, that the
Election for Mayor.—The’ second trial
whigs succeeded in electing their candidate pious and cheerful resignation to the will of God. friends of temperance must rely upon the shire street and Spring Lane—Entrance in
Spring Lane.
for the choice of Mayor, in Portland, on Mon
She âied universally lamented by the large circle
for Mayor, by a majority ot 174 votes,
Last of friends and acquaintances whose affections success of their cause, almost entirely upon
The patrons of this Foundry are respect
day last, resulted like the first, in no choice.
popular
opinion
;
and
that
this
will
be
direct

year the whig majority was 66.
she had won and retained ur.dirninished to the
fully informed, that by this removal the pro
Cutter (whig) had 776 ; Scattering, mostly for
ed,
not
by
legislation,
but
by
example,
per

last. No one, it is believed, can bring aught
prietors have secured the best accommoda
W. Willis (whig) 105; Southgate (V. B.) 681.
New-York.—The Albany Evening Jour against the religion of Jesas from the'inconsist- suasion, reasoning, and the diffusion of infor tions and facilities for the manufacture of
The election now devolves Vipon the Alder nal has recently published a table of the re ency of her conductor conversations with her ho mation upon the subject. Legislation will Types and Stereotype Plates. The location
ly profession. May this afflictive providence be follow, and may come in aid of popular o- is central and convenient for the trade, and
men and Common Council.
sults of the township elections for Supervisors, the means of quickening to the church ol which pinion, but cannot, to advantage, greatly pre
every exertion will be made to retain the ex
as far as such elections bad been held in that she was a beloved member, and of eternal wood cede it. The temperance reform was com tensive patronage hitherto afforded the above
frj^VVe learn from the Portland Adverti
to the large circle of afflicted friends.
menced
and
made
great
advances
through
State at the date of the publication. Returns
Foundry.
Christian Mirror.
ser of Thursday evening, that Levi Cutter
the simple agency of persuasion—individuals
Orders addressed to J. G. ROGERS,
are given from 29 counties, which have this
At St. Jago, of yellow fever, Mr. Henry Eng associated together under a pledge to abstain,
was re-elected by the City Council, on Wed
Agent for the Company, will be faithfully at
spring elected 258 whigs and 239 Locos lish, of this town,—seaman on board the sch. and induced others to join them, and by ex
tended to.
nesday, Mayor of the city for the ensuing
Stoic.
ample, by public addresses and private conver
The same counties, last spring, elected 246
March 19.
In Charlestown, Mass. Mrs. Esther, wife of
year. Cutter received 17 votes ; Southgate
whigs and 250 Locos. This result shows a Mr. James H. Wingate, formerly of Parsonsfield, sation directed the public attention to the evils
6 ; others 3.
of intemperance. Their numbers and their
&c. FOR
very handsome whig gain.—Hudson city, aged 37 years.
strength gradually increased till a large pro UgAHE subscriber offers for sale the dwellingBowdoin College.—We are indebted to the shire town of President Van Buren’s na
portion of the more considerate part of the
house where be now lives :—being a
SHIP NEWS.
community espoused the cause, and became ;two-story brick building ; front 42 by 22 ;
the politeness of a friend for a “ Catalogue of tive county,—the “city of bis adoption”—has
temperance men. But there are those en- 1T part 26 by 26, with shed, barn, &c. attach
KENNEBUNK, APRIL 25, Î84Œ
the officers and students of Bowdoin College chosen whig officers this spring by 75 majori
gaged in the traffic who continued to sell— ,ed-all finished in good style, with every con
and the Medical School of Maine, 1840.” ty—last year the Locos elected part of thenand there are those addicted to the use, who venience.
Ar. at Boston, 21st, sch. Stoic, Foss, St. Jago, continued to‘drink. Before them, the evils
The Medical Students number 70 and the ticket for Councilmen.
—also—
March 30.
resulting from the traffic, and the use, have ,
under graduates 150. Of the latter 32 are
Two towns in King’s county, which last
Adv. at New Orleans, 7th, ship Zotoff, for been portrayed in vain. Their love of gain,! One Grey Mare, nine years old ; one Carry
's ¡all, Gig, Vermont Sleigh, &c. &c.—all ot
Seniors, 34 Juniors, 31 Sophomores, 53 year gave an aggregate Loco majority of 84, Antwerp, wanting 160 bales.
and their love of strong drink, have closed ! which will be sold low.—If not sold previous
Cid. at Apalachicola, 1st inst., ship Howard,
I have elected whig officers by an aggregate
Freshmen.
their hearts and benumbed their sensibilities to Saturday, the second day of May, they
I majority of 41—showing a net whig gain of Williams, New-York.
At New-Orleans, 11th, brig Swiss-Boy, of this to the destruction and misery which they oc- I will then be sold at Auction.
Virginia.—The election for members of 125.
casion, and it is upon such, that some of the
port, for Boston, loading.
GEORGE W. BOURNE.
the State Legislature took place on Thursday j
At Mobile, 11th, ship Berwick, for Havre, friends of temperance are desirous to operate
Waterford, in Saratoga county, has chosen
Kennebunk, March 20,1840.
by vigorous enactments. But in the opinion
last. Both parties were sanguine of success ;■ ' a whig Supervisor by 21 majority—last year loading.
At Havana, 5th, ship York, Morrill, for Ham of your committee the principal reliance is to
PEWS FOK SALE.
result doubtful.
i the locos swept the board, by majorities va- burg, via Matanzas. Brig Lima, Nason, from be placed upon persuasion and the force of
OR sale, by the subscriber, two Pews,
Ar’
Ux' L • tt
tttt. •
n
eaampie.
j ue presein
example. The
present iuw
law is
is noi
not unpopular,
unpopular,
OT-Hon. Hugh L. White, late U, S. Sen- r-ving from 11 to 16.
Nos. 7 and 48, in the church of the first
A.wI Orient « sib;br«Horace’Wb,te’from and it is efficacious to prevent the traffic
parish.—If nut sold previous to Monday, the
ator for the State of Tennessee, died of con- 1 There can hardly exist a doubt that Vaeforpublic opinion is sufficiently strong fourth day of May, they will then be sold at
Havre, 22d ult. ships Laurens, Perkins, for wherever
5
sumption at Knoxville, Tenn, on the 10th
electoral votes of N. York will be given N.At
York, 25th March; Edmund Perkins for N
enforce any prohibitory law. An attempt Auction.
GEORGE W. BOURNE.
inst.
\t0 Gen. Harrison in November,
Orleans, 1st April.
10 amend, may turn the scale against it. And
Kennebunk, Marcli 13, 1840.
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- ¡BRANDRETH’S PILLS,
A

NEW GOODS.

IMPORTANT!

PROBATE NOTICE
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
I rVN LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
WILLIAM LORD & CO.
proved by the experience of thousands to
}
VJ'
certain
state
of
the
mind
accompanied
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
al
Kennebupk,
\
FLOWER UPON THE GREEN-HILLSIDE.
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are i lOpAVE just received —Broadcloths ; Doe j within andfor the County of York, on th e first be, when properly persevered with, a certain
BY MISS HANNAH F. GOULD.
cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and [ _1ZS_ Skins ; Cassimeres ; Erminetts ; Flan
Monday of April, in the year of our1 all having the same origin, and invariably arise
‘ Flower upon the green hill side,
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient' nels ; Summer Wear ; Hard Tinies ; Satin ] Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
Thou, to shun the threatning blast,
medical writers supposed this disease to be Jean ; Vesting ; Black, Italian and Synchaw
Hon. VVM. A. HAYES, Judge oj said : namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circulaIn the grass thy head dost hide,
confined to those particular regions of the ab- i Silk ; India. Satin ; Italian and Plaid Cravats ; I!JCourt
jI tion of the BLOOD.
By the tempest overpast.
...........:
Linens
;
Lawns
;
Linen
Cambric
;
Swiss
domen, technically called hypochondria,
OSEPH RICKER, named Executor in a)I In a period of little more than three years in
Then to greet the azure skies,
which are situated on the right or left side of : Mull Muslin ; Silk Flag, Fancy and Linen
And to feel, the soothing sun,
certain instrument purporting to be the!i the United States, they have restored to a state of
Corded Robes; Rub
Brighter, sweeter, thou dost rise,
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo-! Hdkts. ; Hose; Gloves;
t? r
’ q'.omz)« . p
:
wiH a,1d testament of Tristram Ricker, ]i\te ,, health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
a |± T^.v of Berwick, in said county, yeoman, deceas- ' THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
ber Suspenders
Tell me, flower, how this is done !’
chondriasis.
havmg presenle(1 ,he
fol. probale . I incurable by physicians of the first rank and
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal Table Coyers ; Nankeen ; Saleem ; labby ;
‘ I will tell thee as thy friend,
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or i Velvet ; Damask Bleached Cloths ; Forni j ORDERED—That the said executor give (\ standing, and in many cases when every other
Artless, timid, whispering low ;
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
lures ;; 6000 Yds. Calico,.■.6 to 33 cents -; Shirt
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas-’
.
, 'notice to «...
bowel
all persons
interested,
...... ........
.......... v by causing aj
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
To the blast ’tis good to bend ;
ht,
nal-i ,ng9iA> t° 10 ; Sheeiings, 8 io 12; Alpines; --- —
modic
pains,
giddiness,
dimness
of
sig
’
copy of this order to be published, three be cbronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
He who made me, taught me so 1
pitations, and often an*u.tter inability of fixing }! Ginghams ; Rouen Cassimere ; Stripes ; Belt-;; weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga- pain ¡n tj)e side, whether it arise from constituPOETRY

While his teaching I obey,
1 but fall to rise and stand
Brighter for the stormy day,
Leaning on his viewless hand.’

the attention upon any subject of importance i
tional or from some immediate cause, whether
or engaging in anything that demands vigor ,
i •
o
i
i
appear at a Probate Court to be neid at it be from internal or external injury, it will be
am n its , ^poo s aii(
.
.York, in said county, on the first Monday cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
This great principle of “ PURGING” in
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
vv Ti J’v rn
’i^fMay next, at ten of the clock in the fore
‘ When to Him I’ve lowly bowed,
hue, I
J
’
...
.
sickness is beginning to be appreciated.
It is
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a White and Colored Woollen Yarn/
He with freshness fills my cup
Black and Mixed Worsted ; White Pj’^Mix- i noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why found much more convenient to take an occa
total derangement of the nervous system.— ,
: the said instrument should not be proved,
From the angry, scowling cloud ;
sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
The mental feelings and peculiar train of } ed Knitting Cotton ; Warp Yarns, P*°. 7 to:1 approved, and allowed as the last will and
Then he greatly lifts me up.
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
ideas that haunt the imagination and over-!! 19 ; Wicking : Ticking ; Cotton ana Linen testament of the said deceased.
So I fall, and so I rise ;
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di-}j Tapes ; Linen Thread ;. Tailors’ Trimmings ;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
In the dark and sunny hour,
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
Minding him who rules the skies !
i versity. The wisest and best of men are as 'i Pearl Buttons.
A true copy — Attest,
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
He’s my God, and I’m his flower !’
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
onen to this affliction as the weakest.
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the
Keg and Box Tobacco ; Bar Soap ; Soda
‘ TREATMENT.—The principal objects of1I
April 8.‘
difference between the appearance of those two
j; Cloves ; Bakers’ Chockotreatment are to remove indigestion and ^oaP’
MORN.
persons—one bas been treated by your regular
! late ; P. R. Sugar ; Havana White and Loaf ’ M a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
BY MRS. J. L. GRAY.
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir- ;
within and for the County of York, on the. is, see how the shadow of death throws his
<lo.; Mess and, Clear Pork ; Corn ; Flour;
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear-I
Morn is the time to wake,
first Monday in Jlpril, in the year of our Lord solitary glanée from his emaciated countenance,
j Black and Green Teas ; Coffee ; Figs ; RaisThe eyelids to unclose —
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
eighteen hundred andforty, by the Hon. WM. see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
I ins ; Rice ; Vinegar ; Sperm and Whale Oil ;
Spring from the arms of sleep, and break
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
sunk ; his teeth destroyed—bis constitution,
' Molasses ; Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top
The fetters of repose ;
fully regulated by the occasional use of a ;
TALIZABETH FISK, administratrix of perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear bow
} Seeds, &c. &c.
Walk at the dewy dawn abroad,
mild aperient.
We know nothing belter
H»
JuJ
the estate of Hbne.r Fisk, late of the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
-ALSOAnd hold sweet fellowship with God.
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Win.
Crockery and Glass Ware ; Sheet Lead ; Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceased, says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com
Evans’Aperient Pills—being mild and cer Baltimore Glass; Cut Nails, 4d. to 40d. ; | having presented her second account of ad plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
Morn is the time to pray—
tain in their operation.
The bowels being !
Energetic measures ! i. e.
How lovely and how meet
Wrought do., 8d. to 10d. ; Iron and Cast ministration of the estate of said deceased for dies saved him.”
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile .Steel Shovels; Straped Manure Forks ; Eng allowance :
To send our earliest thoughts away,
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti lish Iron, &c. &c.
Up to the mercy-seat I
ORDERED—That the said administratrix with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
Ambassadors for us, to claim
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and
The Goods specified above, together with give notice to all persons interested, by MERCURY —and positively make a man mis
A blessing in our Master’s name.
without dispute have proved a great blessing their former steely, are offered at very low causing a copy of this order to be published
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
to the numerous public.
prices for Cash.
A
three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk called curing. Shocking folly !
Morn is the time to sing—
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
Kennebunk, April 4, 1840?
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
How charming 'tis to hear
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
ty, that they may appear ata Probate Court man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
The mingling notes of nature ring
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
saac
In the delighted ear I
to be held at York, in said county, on Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
thority in existence condemns it, every medi
AS just received a general assortment the first Monday of May next, at ten conscious strength, his countenance is clear
And with that swelling anthem raise
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it
of
The soul’s, fresh matin song of praise !
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, and serene, his.eye is full and sparkling with
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, English French cmcl JFmeri- if any they have, why the same should not be the feeling of ne w life and animation; he has
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
Morn is the time to sow
and that the latter should do so in opposition
allowed.
can &ry
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
The seeds of heavenly truth,
to their personal interests, must be attributed
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
—
ALSO
—
soon rose without any injury being sustained
While balmy breezes softly blow
either to their candor and love of truth, or to
A true copy,—Attest,
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
Upon the soil of youth !
Crockery, Glass and Hard
their unwillingness to fly in the face ofall ob
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
And look to thee, nor look in vain,
Ware.
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
April
8.
entirely recovered the attack : because his
Our God, for sunshine and for rain.
AH will be disposed ol on very reasonable
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, ing purged away t he old and impure fluids, theterms.
his
Camomile
Tonic
Pills
will
cure
all
dis

Morn is the time to love—
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
As tendrils of the vine,
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord down by useless particles, but has renewed his
WANTED—A few hundred dozen EGGS.
mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
The young affections fondly rove,
eighteen
hundred
and
forty,
by
the
Hon.
Kennebunk, April 3, 1840,
life and body both.
. And seek them where to twine !
the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
Around thyself, in thine embrace, and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
GEORGE DAVIS, guardian of Ellen M., Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
Lprd, let them find their resting place.
the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
HE subscriber being about to make some
Eliza M., Francis A. and Harilla A. cayed particles from the body.—the morbid and
does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
Morn is the time to shine,
new arrangements in her business, re Walker, minors and children of Daniel corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
ity amt impaired constitutions; in Nervous
When skies are clear and blue—
quests all persons indebted to her to call and
Walker, late of Kennebunk, in said county, which cause disease—they impede the func
diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di
Reflect the rays of light, divine,
pay the same immediately.
deceased, having presented his first account tions of the liver when they settle upon that
gestive
organs,
in
incipient
consumptions,
organ, and which, when they settle upon the
As morning dew-drops do ;
JULIA TOWNE.
of guardianship for allowance :
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or,, upon the
Like early stars, be early bright,
Kennebunk,
April
1,
1840.
ORDERED—That the said guardian nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs,prodreadful debility occasioned by the use of
And melt away like them in light.
^purgatives ; in palsy, rhemmalisin, (more es mAKE PARTICULAR NOTICE.-Ln give notice to ali persons interested, by caus- duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
1 ing a copy of this order to be published tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
Morn is the time to. weep
pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth 1_
many hundred certified cases which
.
...
, .
.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk sels, apoplexy and paralysis, a»d all the train
O’er morning hours misspent—
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev ,have ,been ■made
public
and
m
almost
every
GaZ(i(
d al Ken'ebunlSi in 811i(i coun. of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
Alas ! how oft from peaceful sleep,
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease species ofi disease to
which
the
human
frame!
.
io
me uuman name
.
r> » ,
...... all who behold them.
On folly madly bent,
.
a' e”
a ova
that thev may
appear
at a counry,
Probate onCourt
which is brought on by intemperance ; in is liable, t.’
York
'in said
the
‘
We’ve left the straight and narrow road,
Yes, purging these humors from the body isthe wretched horrors of mind and body which LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX BITTERS ’
And wandered from our guardian God.
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap have been gratefully and publicly acknowl first Monday of May next, at ten of the ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the edged. The public cannot, therefore, be too clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if a- tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
Morn is the time to think,
nead, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and often reminded that they recommend them ny they have, why the same should not be is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
While thoughts are fresh and free,
Of life, just balanced pa the brink
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad selves in diseases of almost every description. allowed.
known, and more and more appreciated.
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
Of dark eternity !
The cure by purging may more depend up
state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
THE LIFE MEDICINES have been thor
A
true
copy,
—
Attest,
And ask our souls if they are meet
on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
others mentioned in the bills of directions oughly tested, and pronounced a sovereign
W
m
.
C
utte
U
A
llen
,
Register.
To stand before the judgment-seat ?
than may be generally imagined. Whatever
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, remedy for Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Palpita
April 8.
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS,, in tion of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, Heart
Morn is the time to die,
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
terchanged
occasionally
with
his
APERIENT
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kennebunk,
burn
and
Headache,
Restlessness,
Ill-temper,
Just at the dawn of day,
of constant exercise is seen.
FAMILY
PILLS,
(the
best
known)
which
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
Anxiety,
Languor
and
Melancholy,
Costive

When stars are fading in the sky,
When constant exercise cannot be used
are sold with them, will effect immediate re ness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all kinds,
first Monday m April, in the year of our FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
To fade like them away—
Lord eighteen hundred, and forty, by the I Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all kinds,
But lost in light more brilliant far
Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge off Tiius the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Consumption,
Than ever merged the morning star.
said Court:
j
a doubt by daily testimonies which would Scurvey, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores, Scorbutic
of life, are kept free from those impurities
Morn is the’tipie to Rist:,
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W. Eruptions and Bad Complexions, Eruptive OLIVER WALKER, guardian ofAbigail\ which would prevent its steady current minis
The resurrection morn—
EVANS can conscientiously request confi complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and other disa
W. and Hannah F. Burbank, minors tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
Upspringing to the glorious skies,
dence.
greeable Complexions, Salt Rheum,' Erysipe and children of Moses Burbank, late of Ken vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
On new-found pinions borne,
Other and more conclusive demonstrations las, Common Coldsand Influenza, and vari nebunk-port, in said county, deceased, hav ture which is thus assisted through the mean»
To meet a Savior’s smile divine—
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile ous other complaints which afflict the human ing presented his fourth account of guardian and outlets which she has provided for herself.
Be such ecstatic rising mine.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are frame. In Fever and Ague, particularly, ship of his said wards for allowance :
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
submitted by the following important and ex the Life Medicines have been most eminently
ORDERED—That the said guardian give Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
&P LETTER®
traordinary cures effected by their highly successful ; so much so that in the Fever and notice to all persons interested, by caus
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, medicinal qualities—all of which may be
Ague districts, Physicians almost universally ing a copy of this order to be published
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
Maine, March 31st, 1840.
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No. prescribe them.
three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
100, Chatham st. One or two of these he
Gazette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
in
said
coun

Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
AH that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients
AMUEL ADAMS,—Alpheus J. Byron, herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina is to be particular in taking the Life Medi-ity, that they may appear ata Probate
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
Theodore Brown, Mrs. Ann M. Burk,— ting public.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
1 cines strictly according to the directions. It j Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said coun
Jere M. Cousins, 2, Samuel Cousins, 2, John Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the is not by a newspaper notice, or by anything ty, on the first Monday of August next, at ten
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
Clarke, Edmund Currier, George Catlin, Da thanks ofone who has been a great sufferer for sev
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
he himself may say in their favor, that he of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
Neio Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
vid Crediford,—Carson & Drew, James W. eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
if
any
they
have,
why
the
same
should
not
hopes
to
gain
credit.
It
is
alone
by
the
results
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
Day, Benj. Day, G. W. Durrell,—Miss Jane i the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
be allowed.
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight of a fair trial.
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
Emery,—Isaac Furbish, Asa Fairfield, Capt. ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
Attest,
—
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register,
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL; de
ŒTHozo to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
J. L. Grifeth, Robert S. Gillpatrick, Mrs. Ab tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome signed as a domestic guide to health.—This
A true copy—Attest,
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
igail Garland, Mrs. Alice Gillpatrick.
her ; bu,l since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Never purchase without being positively sure
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375
H. I. J. K. L. M.
April 11.
Broadway, New-York, has been published
that the person selling has an Engraved cer
Enoch Hardy, Samuel Hubbard, Alonzo out fatigue and she is happy to say can now enjoy for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr.
tificate of Agency, and O’observe it has been
life comfortably again.
Hill. Mrs. Johannah Hubbard, Miss Sarah M.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found HAVCm GSIÄ.HÖ HJH* renewed ; no Certificate being any guaranteeHubbard, Miss Mary A. Hubbard, Miss Eliz
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1 highly interesting to persons seeking health.
after 12 months from date that Pills soldi by the
STORATÏVÏÏ.
abeth Hardin,—Miss Abigail Kimball,—G. & have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to
holder are genuine.
It
treats
upon
prevalent
diseases,
and
the
I. Lord, William Lord, Amos Lunt, Reuben my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied!
causes thereof. Price, 25 cents—for sale by
ed
to
niy
room
;
my
complaints
were
rheumatism,
pain
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands by Mr. John O. Langley, my only TravellingLittlefield, Miss Abby H. Littlefield,—A. Mc in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
Mr.
Moffat
’
s
agents
generally.
unrivalled for the following complaints, Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
Culloch & Co., Samuel Mitchell, Mrs. Jeru- continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv

Principal
New England Office,
(fV^These valuable Medicines are tor sale
sha Mitchell, Mrs. Jane H. Moore.
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
er, Billions Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON,
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills; by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
April 8,1840.
James H. Prentiss,—Samuel Roberts, 2, their beneficial effectsupon me astonish all who knew
cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
Johnson Rideout,—Eleazer J. Soesman, Ja- my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
bez Smith, Mrs. Abigail Sweetser, Miss Mar mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,,
tha Shackley.
HE subscriber would inform the public and Coughs, of long standing, Hoarseness,
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
Dr. Wm. Evans.
that he has taken Mr. Jonas Merrill shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c. and Seleucus Adams ;
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
Lyman, William Huntress;
He therefore need only add that his
Daniel Tripp, Mrs. Lydian Tindle, Miss
into partnership with him, and that they Its
in virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
Olive E. Taylor,—Col. Joshua Wakefield, CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with tend carrying on the Foundry business in all in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery j
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT ijs various branches. They intend to keep have been known to cure this afflicting dis
Daniel Wise, Moses M. Wells, W. Woolner, his
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
George Wise, Miss Augusta. Webber, 2, Mrs. i PILLS, can bo obtained, wholesale or retail, constantly on hand Ploughs of the most ap ease after having baffled every exertion for
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
Diantha L. Williams, Miss Victoria Whit at No. 100,.Chatham st. New York, and of proved patterns, Cultivator Teeth, Oven four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
his authorised agents in town and country. Mouths, Boilers and Boiler Mouths, Ash in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
worth, 2.
61 Letters.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
Ofy^The above invaluable medicines can Mouths, Wheel Boxes of all sizes. Fire Dogs, ant to lake, and so easy in its operation that
JAMES OSBORN, P. Master.
it may be administered to the infant with
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
be obtained, at the following places, from the &c.
AGENTS.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John IL
Castings, from any pattern, will be done at safety.
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
Spear ;
short notice.
Any job entrusted to them
In the Post Office at Kennebunk-port, April
i Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
DANIEL
REMICH.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Freeshall be done in a workmanlike manner and
1,1840.
& L. Goodale, Saco ;
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at man ;
warranted. They also give notice that they
B. C. D. E. F.
the
lowest
wholesale
prices.
D. Remich, Kennebunk ;
York, Alexander Dennett ;
OHN BROWN, 3d, Thomas J. Burnham,
will take Old Iron, Wood, Country Produce
Kennebunk, April 6, 1840.
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Thos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
Miss Mary R. Baker,—James Carl,—
or the Money, for Castings.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M.
Miss Mary Dorman, Miss Mary G. Derbon,— S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport ;
Orders may be left at Silas Perkins’ store,
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
Henry English,—Oliver Freeman.
Kennebunk-port, or with Capt. Daniel Cur
HE subscriber having contracted with
Limerick, John Sanborn
G. H M. P. S. T.
S. Gardner, Bowdoinham ;
tis, Col. Enoch Hardy, or Mitchell & Gill
the town of Kennebunk, to support
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer^,
Miss Cyntba Goodwin,—Clement Huff,
Wm. Palmer, P. M. Gardiher ;
patrick, in Kennebunk.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
Miss Esther Hutchins,—Lacklin Monk, Phin
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
1SSACHAR WELLS.
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
eas McIntire,—Miss Mary A. Pitts,—Jeremi
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
JONAS MERRILL.
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
ah Smith, Theodore Stevens,—Thomas True
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
Kennebunk-port, March 14,1840.
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
Cornish, John McLellan ;
man,—Benjamin McKenney.
J. A, Fuller, Thomaston ;
<W WI41®®IISW» of said town on his account or on account of
Limington, James McArthur;
18 Letters.
R. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
the
town,
as
he
will
pay
no
bill
for
their
Waterborough, James Leavett;
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
Joshua Dillingham, Camden ;
HILDRETH’S Life of Harrison, with a support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Thos. Hodgman, Warren ;
Portrait—126 pages, 18 mo.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1839.
WARDS! BOARDS!!
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
Cushing’s Life of Harrison, 72 pages, large
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle;
18 mb. including Judge Burnett’s speech and
SKIP TIMBEIL
ANTED immediately,
Acton, Wm. Evans.
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill ;
a Portrait.
B, BRANDRETH, M. D.
8 to 10 thousand seasoned merchant
OR sale, by the subscribers, about two
Ambrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
For sale by the hundred, dozen or single
241 Broadway, N. Y.
able Pine Boards ;
hundred Futtocks, and forty Floor and
J. Crockett, Norway ;
copy, at the lowest prices.
Associations,
4 to 5
do.
do. extra
do.
J. K. Miller, Oldtown ;
Rising Timbers, suitable fora ship from four May, 1839.
Committees or Individuals purchasing for
Also, 4r to 5
do.
do. hemlock ;
Caleb Crafts, Minot ;
distribution will be furnished with any quan to seven hundred tons.
Cheese & Grass Seeds.
Also, 3 thousand hard Pine, suitable for*
Also, a lot of long white oak Pfank, 3£
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester tity wanted at short notice. Orders solicited.
floors,—for which cash will be paid on deliv
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
inches
thick.
Several
sticks
of
large
South

D. REMICH.
HE subscribers have just received Herds
ery.
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
ern white oak timber, suitable for keel, stern
Kennebunk, March 6, 1840.
Grass & Clover Seed, and Western
For further particulars apply to
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
post, transom, &c. &c.
Cheese.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
PALMER WALKER.
"OLACK SAND,—by the peck or smaller
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
New-York.
March 21,1840.
JO quantity,—for sale by D. REMICH. ' Kennebunk, March 13,1840.
Kennebunk, March 27,1840,
April 20,1839.
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